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Abstract. The paper addresses an inventory model of pharmaceutical products where the demand 
rate of the customers increases with the volume of the initiatives of the sales team. In this model, the 
deterioration of the product varies depending on on-hand inventory. The volume of sales team 
initiatives is a control variable. It is dependent on on-hand inventory and vice versa. The profit 
function of the farm is formulated by the trading of inventory costs, purchasing costs, losses due to 
deterioration and sales team initiative costs, considering inflation and the time value of the monetary 
cost and profit parameters. Finally, the profit function is maximized by a variation of the calculus 
method. A numerical example is given to justify our model. 

Keywords: Inventory; Sales team initiative; Inflation; Control theory 

1. Introduction 
Pharmaceutical products are essential commodities in health care management. Many substitutable 

pharmaceutical products are present in the market. Consequently, the managers of pharmaceutical 
farms/companies have to think about new strategies to capture market demand. Generally, it is 
observed that medical representatives act as salesmen of pharmaceutical products. As a result, the 
sales team should be composed of qualified and knowledgeable pharmacists, doctors and marketing 
researchers. For this purpose, investment in the sales team and in sample medicines of a particular 
drug is necessary and constitutes important cost factors for the firms. On the other hand, 
pharmaceutical products undergo deterioration/decay over time and should not be neglected in the 
inventory system. 

In the present article, we develop a mathematical model that considers sales revenue, inventory 
holding cost, purchasing/procurement cost, loss due to deterioration and investment in sales team 
initiatives. Here, the demand for the products in the market has two parts: one part is fixed, which is 
the demand of fixed customers who have a good relationship with the firm, and other part is an 
increasing function of the sales team initiatives in which the customers are motivated by the 
awareness activities that the salesmen use to promote the product. The initiative function of the 
salesmen is a control variable. The profit function is maximized by a variation of the calculus method 
by trading off sales revenue, inventory holding cost, loss due to deterioration and cost of sales team 
initiatives. Finally, optimal values of replenishment and sales team initiatives are calculated to 
maximize the profit function. 

2. Brief review of the literature 
In practice, it is observed that perishable pharmaceutical products undergo deterioration over time. 

Deterioration generally includes spoilage, obsolescence, evaporation and pilferage of the products 
and increases with time. Many researchers have focused on this topic. Wu et al. (2009) solved an 
inventory system with non-instantaneous deteriorating items and price-sensitive demands to 
determine the optimal sales price and length of the replenishment cycle such that the total profit per 
unit of time of the retailer was maximized. Chang et al. (2010) characterized the optimal solution and 
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obtained theoretical results to determine the optimal order quantity and the optimal replenishment 
time under a discounted cash-flow (DCF) approach. Jaggi et al. (2011) studied a two-warehouse 
inventory model with a linear trend in demand under inflationary conditions with different rates of 
deterioration, in which partial backlogging at the owned warehouse was allowed. Widyadana et al. 
(2011) optimized an inventory model for perishable items with a simplified approach, considering the 
issue with and without backordering. Ghosh et al. (2011) developed a production- inventory model 
with backlogging for perishable items with a linear price dependent demand. Sarkar (2012) 
developed an economic order quantity model for time with a varying demand and deterioration rate of 
the items, including trade credit financing and different discount rates on the purchasing costs. Sarkar 
and Sarkar (2013) extended an inventory model for time varying deteriorating items with 
stock-dependent demand, allowing time varying backlogging. Sarkar (2013) considered three types 
of continuous probabilistic deterioration functions in a two-echelon supply chain to analyse a 
production-inventory model by a simple algebraic approach. Goyal et al. (2013) developed an 
economic production quantity (EPQ) model for ameliorating/deteriorating items with a ramp type 
demand, and they minimized the total relevant cost of the system by using a genetic algorithm (GA). 
Taleizadeh et al. (2015) analysed a Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) model for a two-level supply 
chain to obtain the optimal retail price, the replenishment frequency of raw material, the 
replenishment cycle of the product and the production rate, when both the raw material and the 
finished product have different deterioration rates. 

Research in supply chain management of pharmaceutical products has been extensively applied in 
the field of health care management. In a pharmaceutical supply chain system, the integration of all 
performances involved with the flow of products from raw materials to the end customers improves 
the relationship with the channel members to achieve sustainable competitive opportunities. 
According to Aptel and Pourjalali (2001), the management of pharmaceutical products is a vital 
managerial issue in health care industries. Veral and Rosen (2001) showed that one of the long-term 
benefits of outsourcing could be a reduction in the number of suppliers, which results in lower 
procurement costs for downstream members of the chain. Nicholson et al. (2004) compared the costs 
of inventory and service levels for inventory items of an in-house three-echelon distribution network 
and outsourced a two-echelon distribution network. Kim (2005) studied an integrated supply chain 
management system, addressing issues related to drugs in health care sectors. Vernon et al. (2005) 
suggested both analytic and simulation methods for firms to determine the feasible range of prices of 
products considering licensing risk and developmental Go/No-Go decisions for the payers’ use of the 
cost-effectiveness method. Almarsdóttir and Traulsen (2005) described four types of strategies to 
curb rising pharmaceutical costs and a taxonomy of strategies for price and profit controls, 
reimbursement system charges, other fiscal measures, and quality measures. Zhao et al. (2006) 
discussed the development of software infrastructure for scientists in pharmaceutical industries to 
help manage information, capture knowledge and provide intelligent decision support for 
pharmaceutical product formulations. They provided a balanced approach to policymaking in an 
environment with rising pharmaceutical costs. Lapierre and Ruiz (2007) emphasized scheduling 
decisions for supply chains of the products instead of multi-echelon inventory systems. Meijboom 
and Obel (2007) analysed supply chain coordination in the pharmaceutical industry with 
multi-location and multi-stage operation systems. Chen and Whittemore (2008) suggested that the 
use of an offsite warehouse to pool resources saved costs on holding inventory by reducing on-hand 
inventory. Woosley (2009) indicated that hospital administrators and pharmacy managers suffered 
due to complicated distribution networks for inventory management problems because most hospital 
administrators and pharmacy managers were doctors without sufficient knowledge of supply chain 
management. Khan and Shefeeq (2009) showed that mathematical modelling for controlled drug 
delivery is invaluable in the ongoing struggle to develop new and more effective therapies for the 
treatment of cancer. Kelle et al. (2012) developed a periodic review inventory model of 
pharmaceutical products, applying operational and tactical strategies. Uthayakumar and Priyan (2013) 
investigated a two-echelon pharmaceutical supply chain inventory model for multiple products, 
considering permissible delays in payment and the inventory lead time under some limitations. Priyan 
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and Uthayakumar (2014) extended the above model for situations in unclear environments. 
Cárdenas-Barrón et al. (2014) investigated an economic order quantity model in honour of Ford 
Whitman Harris. Cárdenas-Barrón and Sana, 2014 and Cárdenas-Barrón and Sana, 2015 studied a 
production inventory model for single and multi-item products in a two-echelon supply chain when 
end customers’ demand varied according to sales team initiatives. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 3 includes notations that are used to develop 
the proposed model. The formulation of the model is given in Section 4. Section 5 illustrates the 
model with numerical examples. Section 6 analyses the sensitivity analysis of the key parameters and 
provides some managerial insights for the proposed model. Concluding remarks are given in Section 
7. 

3. Notation 
Findings are organized around the two phases of analysis, beginning with a descriptive report of 

frequencies and patterns of conversational moves within and across discussions. Using these findings 
as background, we then present larger patterns and themes that emerged from analysis of CMD and 
survey responses. 

3.1. Move types and frequencies 
Table 3 presents frequencies of all move types across the nine discussions. Non-narrative academic 

talk was most common, with 56.7% of the comments. The three types of narrative moves, including 
eliciting moves, made up 32.6%: professional (10.7%), projected future (9.6%), personal (5.2%), and 
their respective eliciting moves (2.5%, 3.4%, and 1.2%). Side-talk accounted for 10.7% of comments 
but seemed to compose only a small portion of overall talk as these comments were almost invariably 
short (e.g., “Hello world,” “I'm freezing,” “Good talk”). Side-talk was excluded from further analysis. 

When all types of narratives and narrative-eliciting moves were combined, the proportions of 
non-narratives and narratives suggested that each discussion had a different emphasis, with some 
privileging course readings and others real-life situations and pedagogical applications (Table 3). The 
variability in these proportions suggests that participants had a sense of when small stories were 
appropriate, and when the discussion called for a greater focus on non-narrative academic content, 
adapting their discussion style accordingly. Also, frequencies of each narrative type and 
corresponding eliciting moves appeared to vary together (Fig. 3). This pattern implied that 
participants’ small stories included both self-generated and other-elicited stories that were shared and 
elaborated upon through participation in discussion, evidence that class members collaborated 
through their use of narratives. We develop these points with examples in relation to emerging themes 
in the next section. 

3.2. Emerging themes 
3.2.1. Theme 1: preservice teachers’ narrative moves were in the service of understanding course 

concepts by connecting theoretical and experiential knowledge 
The close connection between narrative and non-narrative moves was supported by several pieces 

of evidence. Topics presented in narratives throughout the nine discussions were primarily tied to 
course readings. For example, the readings assigned for November 21 discussed the transformative 
power of language (Johnston, 2012) and the value of creating multicultural learning communities 
(Nieto, 1999). The narratives in online discussion that day included: the importance of understanding 
students' diverse cultures, ways of increasing parent involvement, the value of trusting in each 
student's capabilities, teachers' learning throughout their careers, and the importance of helping 
at-risk students. 

Patterns of non-narrative and narrative moves within topic threads also suggested the close 
connection between move types and the relevance of narrative comments to academic 
meaning-making. The professor, in the first online discussion, suggested class members start by 
sharing favorite quotes or confusing aspects of their readings. Students seemed to take up her 
suggestion as a discursive practice throughout the remainder of the semester. About two-thirds of 
comments initiating topic threads were non-narrative moves containing direct quotes (Carla: ‘We 
never ask them who they are and where they want to go.’) or pointing to sections from readings that 
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they wanted to discuss further (Rose: I like one of the questions at the end of the article we read-- 
How can teacher educators model caring and controlling?). If an initiating comment with a 
quote/construct from course readings did not contain any narrative (or narrative-eliciting) move (as 
Carla's comment above), the thread as a whole tended to generate fewer narratives and fewer 
comments altogether (Carla received only one response, itself non-narrative). 

The remaining one-third of initiating comments contained both non-narrative and narrative (mostly 
eliciting) moves. For example, on October 3, Vanessa initiated a long thread: ‘Every child needs to 
feel welcome, to feel comfortable.’pg85 I think that it is very important to make sure that the students 
feel welcome in our classroom and schools so they can have a positive experience and be better 
learners. Vanessa used the quote as a springboard for a projected future in which she imagined herself 
as the teacher she wanted to be. This single comment acted to connect the quote not only to Vanessa's 
future, but with “our” imagined classrooms, thereby inviting her classmates to connect the reading to 
their future teaching selves. The comment generated a topic thread that included many professional 
and projected future narratives as well as non-narrative comments ( Fig. 1). This example illustrates 
how sharing stories with concrete examples, both experiential and imagined, generated longer and 
more productive discussions as students used dialogue with class members to understand course 
content. Thus, topic threads seemed to develop differently depending on whether the initiating 
comment contained non-narrative content alone or combined such content with a narrative or 
narrative-eliciting move. 

Additionally, narrative comments almost invariably appeared throughout non-narrative-generated 
topic threads. Within threads, narrative comments were followed by both narrative and non-narrative 
moves. For example, Vanessa's comment discussed above received three responses and three 
simultaneous sub-topic threads (see Fig. 1 for excerpts). In the first response, Delicia's projected 
future-eliciting move asked her classmates what they would do if a group of students was making 
others feel unwelcome in the classroom (note that the comment is paraphrased because we do not 
have Delicia's permission to use her exact words in our report). This developed into a sub-topic thread 
on pedagogical strategies that would help them with similar issues in their future teaching. The 
second response was Juanita's professional narrative in which she described the importance of 
making students in her placement feel safe, prompting Vanessa to contribute a personal story about 
how close relationships with teachers had helped her emotionally and academically. The third 
response, a non-narrative comment from Robert, connected Vanessa's initial comment and other 
previously shared narratives to the concept of “funds of knowledge.” In the ensuing sub-thread, class 
members connected this theoretical construct to strategic lesson planning and desirable teacher 
characteristics, using both non-narrative and projected future narrative moves. Thus, students used 
experiences and examples from their past, present, and imagined future to make sense of academic 
concepts. 

Interestingly, we identified a role for narrative-eliciting moves in facilitating collaborative thinking 
when making connections between theory and real-life situations. When devoid of eliciting moves, 
topic-initiating comments expressed self-reflection or personal interpretation, but failed to invite 
others explicitly to make theory-into-practice connections together. In contrast, topic-initiating 
comments that coupled non-narrative and narrative-eliciting moves (about 30% of initiating 
comments, a relatively high percentage considering the 7% overall prevalence of eliciting moves), 
welcomed collective thinking and reflection. 

For example, on October 17, when Rose referenced the day's readings, she included a 
narrative-eliciting move: Something consistent throughout the article was the ‘power’ or authority 
student teachers have within the classroom-do y'all feel like your students listen to you and respect 
you as a teacher?? This comment generated stories about her peers' placement experiences. Nadia 
shared: I think they do … At first they didn't but my CT is very good at making my partner and I feel 
that we ARE teacher and we should be treated like teachers in the classroom. Robert told a similar 
story in which his cooperating teacher gave teacher interns symbolic power when: She introduced us 
as the new Teachers in her classroom, she introduced us as Mr. Lopez & Ms. Perez, and she gave us a 
spot at the teachers desk with her. Unlike Nadia and Robert who felt that they received respect from 
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students thanks to their cooperating teachers' help, Juanita reported a different experience from her 
placement: Robert you're lucky I barely have a chair. As this conversation demonstrates, 
narrative-eliciting moves enabled participants to share and learn from diverse experiences and 
situations conveyed in small stories, and, as a result, understand course readings better. 

Participants' survey responses confirmed that real-life experiences and examples helped them 
understand academic content. For example, Rose replied, I enjoy not only being able to share my 
personal experiences but also hear about my classmates' personal experiences because it helps me to 
see how they relate to the topic. Robert also commented, it was nice hearing my classmates' responses 
and hearing similar situations that they've encountered both in their placements and in their lives 
growing up. It was kind of validating and reassuring. Robert saw that his classmates had had similar 
experiences as bilingual individuals and preservice teachers; and this realization seemed to facilitate a 
learning process through which he could better understand bilingual education. The process of 
learning vicariously through others' stories enabled participants to imagine themselves experiencing 
the actions and feelings that others had encountered. 

From analysis of connections between non-narrative and narrative comments, we derived two 
important insights: narrative exchanges (a) facilitated collective thinking and understanding, and (b) 
helped students accumulate knowledge vicariously. As a result, unlike academic content presented in 
isolation, pairing academic content with real-life experiences and examples seemed an important way 
to foster students’ understanding of course readings and to encourage contributions from others. 

3.2.2. Theme 2: narrative moves helped preservice teachers connect their academic, personal, and 
professional selves to explore their futures as bilingual teachers 

Narrating stories not only reflected participants' bilingual/bicultural history but also contributed to 
building their bilingual teaching self. Discussions with high proportions of personal narratives (Table 
3) dealt with three kinds of personal experiences: as students, with family, and as bilingual/bicultural 
individuals. Interestingly, the course readings for these days were about general learning concepts 
and did not specifically address bilingualism/biculturalism. This finding points to the ways that 
preservice teachers used their personal narratives to connect experiences of 
bilingualism/biculturalism with academic material that otherwise might appear “culture free” (Ajayi, 
2011). The connection between participants’ bilingual/bicultural identities and the profession of 
bilingual education acted as a conduit for exploring their teaching self. 

In an example from October 24, the participants discussed cultural stereotyping and conflicts, and 
the role of education in relation to such issues. The discussion began by establishing the “9/11” 
attacks as a collective experience. By sharing thoughts and personal experiences about “9/11,” 
students grappled with how the concept of “social imagination” related to cultural stereotyping. Their 
personal stories demonstrated how they had understood racial and ethnic topics through their 
affective understandings of personal experiences. For example, Juanita wrote: Every time I am with 
my brothers and we see someone from the Middle East, they randomly say ‘There's a bomb! Nos 
vamos a morir!’ They say it all loud and people turn around and look at us all weird. They do it in a 
playful manner but sometimes I tell them to chill out. Later, Juanita shared her favorite quote from the 
day's readings on the value of confronting conflicts for educational development and reform. This 
topic thread, taking up the latter half of that day's online discussion, was made up of every type of 
narrative and non-narrative moves except for personal narrative-eliciting. The thread generated 
personal stories from two individuals who reported they had not been taught how to confront conflicts 
when they were students but had learned about these issues elsewhere (e.g., Nadia wrote, Last year I 
went to a fireside at church where they had a guest speaker who is a member now but her family is 
muslim and she was there to let us know about her culture. That we have a lot of similar beliefs as 
they do. It was very interesting). Professional narrative comments included stories about an 
educational conference on the importance of confronting difficult educational issues and about the 
kinds of topics that made them uncomfortable when talking with students or colleagues in their 
current teaching contexts (e.g., Rebecca: I went to a conference in HS where they told us to always 
‘Discomfort the quiet.’ Basically it meant that whatever isn't being said, those uncomfortable things, 
need to be spoken, and we need to see that discomfort as a growing pain). The class also considered 
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an envisioned teaching situation in which sensitive topics, such as ethnicity or religion, would need to 
be addressed in their future classes (e.g., Nadia: I think if i were to have a class with someone who 
lived in New York and we talked about 9/11 I would be afraid to ask questions. I wouldn't want to 
offend them but I feel it's important to talk about it. ‘let it out’ as they say). 

Continuing in the same thread, some non-narrative responses connected Juanita's initial quote with 
other parts of the reading (e.g., Carla: I really like that quote too. Though social problems are not 
always ideal, Johnston does add that they offer these ‘concrete spaces for understanding different 
perspectives’ and help students manage their emotions). The thread ended with Juanita's summative 
comment about the importance of respecting students' diverse cultures: well it is just about 
introducing all cultures to your class and let the students talk about their experiences. The teacher 
should not just focus on one type of culture. As this example illustrated, these future teachers were 
able to connect diverse experiences and subjectivities, that is, their embodied affective 
understandings of their own experiences ( Kramsch, 2009), across academic, personal, and 
professional discourses of the self by sharing narratives during academic discussion. 

Class members seemed to explore past personal and future professional subjectivities somewhat 
exclusively of one another (Fig. 4). That is, in a given discussion, if personal narratives were high, 
projected future narratives were low (9/5, 9/12, 10/24, and 10/31), and vice versa (10/3, 10/17, 11/14, 
and 11/21), suggesting that these discourse moves had contrasting functions. When participants 
shared personal stories, they seemed to project themselves primarily as bilingual individuals and as 
students. In contrast, when they imagined themselves as bilingual teachers through projected future 
narratives, they identified as teachers. Interestingly, unlike personal and projected future narratives, 
the use of professional narratives became stable from the third discussion on, reflecting their current 
experiences as preservice teachers. 

Although topics presented in narratives were primarily tied to course readings, the participants 
seemed to choose whether to relate course topics to their personal experiences in the past or to their 
teaching future. For example, when the overarching discussion was assessment (October 31), they 
aligned themselves more with their student selves because of their vast experience as test-takers, 
rather than with their future teacher selves as test-givers. This discussion included the most frequent 
use of personal narratives and one of the lowest uses of projected future narratives. In contrast, when 
discussing communication with parents (November 14), a situation with which they had little direct 
experience, participants identified more as future teachers, using projected future narratives to one of 
the highest percentages and used personal narratives in the lowest percentage of all discussions. Here, 
they could not help but project themselves as future teachers attempting to manage a contentious 
parent meeting. 

Further analysis showed two interesting aspects of how these preservice teachers used projected 
future narratives to explore what it would mean to become bilingual teachers. First, imagined 
teaching stories (projected future narratives) in the final two discussions showed increasing 
specificity and concreteness. Early in the semester, talk about imagined future selves seemed general, 
and thus, their projected future narratives remained relatively abstract. For example, I would try to 
incorporate more activities where the students need to cooperate with each others. I would talk to the 
group of students. I think that sometimes the solution for those problems is communication and 
opportunities to know the other person better (Vanessa, October 3). In contrast, by semester's end, 
students' projected future narratives involved imagined attempts to manage problematic situations, 
generate specific pedagogical plans, and assess situational factors and outcomes. For example, in the 
final discussion, participants discussed how they would communicate with students at high-risk of 
incarceration in order to help future students avoid jail time and increase academic motivation. They 
shared specific actions they would take in this imagined situation. Nadia commented, I would have 
college day or even suggest visiting the college in their city. In response to Robert's concern that he 
would not know how to communicate that jail is not the norm, Juanita replied, 

Maybe I would have said somewhere around the lines of, your family has made their decisions and 
their decisions were not so great which led them to follow up with consequences. However, you 
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should be proud of who you are and make good decisions for you, your family, and future, and 
college is a great decision. It certainly changed my life and it will yours. 

Furthermore, participants demonstrated refinement in their imaginings of the future as seen in their 
consideration of specific situational factors when engaging with projected future narratives. For 
example, when her classmates collectively created a scenario in which a parent might come to 
monitor his/her child's classroom behavior, Nadia pointed out a specific complication that her 
classmates should consider while brainstorming responses to an imagined future problem: That 
would be a good idea but then the child will act good in front of the parent (November 14). 

Other evidence showing preservice teachers’ exploration of their future teacher identities came 
from their use of future teaching stories when exploring an imagined community of teachers. In about 
52% of projected future narratives, participants used first-person plural pronouns, “we,” “we as 
teachers,” “us,” and “our,” to index their shared future identities as bilingual teachers. Their use of 
modal auxiliary verbs such as “have to,” “need to,” “can,” and “must” similarly served to build a 
shared community of bilingual teachers: “Good point Juanita that is why before we start to make 
assumptions it is good for to look for information. We can go to their houses to do home visits. I am 
pretty sure we can learn a lot from home visits, or we can observe our students in places are the 
playground or if we take them to a field trip” (Vanessa, October 3). 

Building an imagined community of teachers did not only mean imagining colleagues with similar 
views, but also anticipating diverse perspectives and approaches to teaching. For example, 
participants exchanged opinions on whether they would invite students as interpreters to 
parent-teacher conferences (November 14). Divergent projections of their teaching selves were 
achieved through the use of singular first-person pronouns and hedges. Such pronoun use occurred in 
about 22% of projected future narratives: “I would say,” “I would use,” “I would have,” “I would 
try,” and “I would ask.” Thus, although students presented possibilities in words that limited their 
claims to what each would do, these comments were shared with classmates who responded and 
added their own views. Their language implied a projection of a shared community that allowed for 
diverse possibilities, fostering reflection on multiple teaching approaches. 

In sum, the second theme pointed to the role that narrative played in bridging academic discourse 
and the teaching profession, as well as connecting personal and professional realms. Shared personal 
and professional stories helped preservice teachers envision teaching practices in concrete ways, 
providing a storied process within which they could experiment with different envisionments of 
“imagined selves” in various possible futures, including future membership in a teacher community. 

3.2.3. Theme 3: sharing small stories, facilitated by the affordances of the online venue, helped 
preservice teachers reflect on what it means to be a future bilingual teacher 

Our analysis revealed that the online platform, along with its affordances for fostering 
collaborative participation among class members, provided an additional venue for making sense of 
becoming a teacher. In the following, we provide evidence of the facilitating effects of a text-based 
communication medium on students’ sharing of narratives. The aim of this analysis was not to 
compare online participation with that from face-to-face discussion, but to show how the 
collaborative participation around narratives was facilitated by CMD affordances. 

Responses to narrative and non-narrative comments differed in that narratives tended to trigger 
multiple responses that produced multiple sub-threads, whereas non-narratives tended instead to 
elicit sequential comments and a single, linear thread. Here, we define a direct response as a comment 
that a participant posted in direct relation to a previous comment, whereas all other ensuing comments 
in the same topic thread are indirect responses, considering that all other than the initiating comment 
are connected to the initiating comment but through other intervening responses. Nearly 40% of 
narrative comments yielded more than one direct response, whereas only 29% of non-narrative 
comments had more than one direct response. Because these calculations included any comment that 
elicited two or more direct responses (sometimes as many as eight), they give a conservative estimate 
of the exponential clustering that reflected multiple class members' direct engagement with a 
narrative comment. Narratives in effect triggered immediate responses from several discussion 
members with the potential of introducing diverse perspectives. Contrastingly, non-narrative 
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comments stimulated a relatively linear progression of thinking, as students built on one another's 
academic talk while co-constructing their understandings of course content. Thus, the commingling 
of non-narrative and narrative comments allowed conversations to grow, both in breadth and extent. 

One example from November 21 (Fig. 2) shows the ways that a narrative-eliciting comment 
generated several direct responses. Nadia (#83) quoted a reading on the high rate of U.S. 
incarceration and expressed wonder about how the students in her practicum placement would fare in 
the future. This eliciting move generated eight direct comments from seven other class members. 
These eight responses were coded as non-narrative (1), personal narrative (1), professional narratives 
(4), and projected future narratives (2). In one professional narrative, Juanita described how the child 
she was tutoring said that many of his family members had gone to jail, so he had decided to do that 
first to get it over with before going to college. Her professional narrative stimulated a long 
discussion of what these preservice teachers planned to do in their future classrooms in order to help 
at-risk students. This example demonstrates the tendency for comments to cluster in response to 
narrative comments and for narrative comments to generate more stories from other participants, in 
contrast to non-narrative comments that typically received fewer direct responses. This contrast is 
depicted in Fig. 2: a relatively linear progression of non-narrative comments on the left side versus 
more clustering around narrative (and narrative-eliciting) comments on the right. 

This direct engagement with multiple discussion members around narrative comments was 
facilitated by the written nature of the online medium itself. Preservice teachers characterized the 
written communication as a resource in itself. Robert stated: “You were also free to go back and see 
any responses you may have missed and make more direct connections with the information that was 
plainly available.” The written nature thus afforded the extended time to think and craft one's own 
comments and review others' comments, and this likely encouraged less outspoken participants to 
contribute. As Robert stated on his survey, “we were all equal in the chats, that is, no one was seen as 
a judge or evaluator.” In addition, they often commented in their surveys that they felt less pressure to 
figure out when and if they should make a comment during online discussion than they did in 
face-to-face discussion. Thus, the online medium allowed for less self-editing or talking over one 
another and for more comments by multiple participants to be simultaneously shared. Interestingly, 
these characterizations seemed to apply to narrative exchanges relatively more readily than to 
non-narrative comments. In other words, the multiple engagement with and around narrative 
comments found in our data may have been less visible in face-to-face discussion. 

In this sense, narrative sharing, facilitated by the affordances of CMD, provided the potential of 
promoting diverse experiences and stories, thus, diverse perspectives and voices. This finding was 
supported by Robert's survey response: I remember we were discussing teacher communication and 
involvement with students, and I and many of my classmates were sharing personal experiences they 
remembered about positive and negative interactions they'd had with their own teachers, and how it 
affected their teaching styles in placements. Robert's own experiences, as expressed through narrative 
comments, took on new meaning once they were shared in CMD, as his classmates' various 
interpretations and understandings revealed dimensions of experiences to which Robert may not have 
had access on his own. Furthermore, he described his enjoyment in hearing how different interactions 
with teachers had affected his classmates, even if those experiences were not part of his own 
educational past. The following notations are used to discuss the model. 

q(t) – On-hand inventory at time ‘t’. 
E(t) – The sales team initiatives at time ‘t’, a control variable. 
D(E) – Demand rate of the item. 
T – The finite time horizon. 
R – Replenishment lot size. 
θ – Perishable factor (0 < θ < 1), a fraction of the on-hand inventory. 
δ = (r − i) – r is rate of interest per unit currency ($) per unit time, and i is inflation rate per unit 

currency ($) per unit time. 
ch – Inventory holding cost per unit per unit time. 
c0 – Purchasing cost per unit item. 
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c1 – Cost per unit effort of the sales team. 
p – Selling price per unit item. 
E0 – Initial level of sales team initiatives. 
J – Profit of the objective function. 
R∗– Optimum value of replenishment lot size. 
View the MathML source 
E0∗ – Optimum initial value of the initiatives of the sales team. 
J∗ – Maximum profit of the objective function. 

4. Formulation of the model 
In this model, the demand rate is equation(1) 
View the MathML sourceD(E)=a0+a1E(t)In this model, the demand rate is 
where a0 is fixed demand, which is independent of sales team initiatives, and a1 is a scale 

parameter of the demand rate, which is sensitive to sales team initiatives. The demand rate is an 
increasing function of E(t) that is obvious in practice. Generally speaking, medical representatives are 
employed to capture the market demand. On the other hand, some pharmaceutical stores employ a 
medical practitioner to attract customers and boost sales. Under this philosophy, customers/patients 
benefit from the medical practitioners, and the store owners earn more from selling more items. In 
this case, the governing differential equation of the on-hand inventory is 
Here, the replenishment size is R, and it is received at the end of the cycle length T. At this time, the 
level of the inventory is a0 units because fixed demand is met using these units to keep good will with 
the fixed customers. Quite often, when the lot size (R) is received, it takes some time to prepare to sell 
them. In this short timeframe, the demand of the genuine customers is met from the stock level a0. For 
the generality of the model, it is considered to be a non-zero value and may be considered to be zero, 
as is done in many articles in the inventory literature. Therefore, the inventory q(t) initially starts at (t 
= 0) with (R + a0) units and is depleted with the demand rate mentioned in Eq. (1). The inventory 
level reaches level a0 at time T. 

The cost and earning elements of the model at time ‘t’ are as follows: 
The cost for sales team initiatives is c1E(t). This is proportional to the volume of initiatives. The 

cost for holding inventory is chq(t). The loss due to deterioration is c0θq(t). The purchasing cost of R 
units is c0R  . Earnings from sales items is View the MathML sourcep(a0+a1E(t)). Therefore, the 
total profit during the period [0,T], including the time value of money and inflation, is 

Proposition 1: The profit function J is concave in the interval [0, T]. 
Proof: The value of J depends on the path q = q(t) in the interval [0, T]. Let J have an extreme value 

along the path q = q0(t) for t ∈ [0,T]. Consider a class of neighbourhood curves q∈(t) = q0(t) + ∈
x(t), where ∈ is a small constant and x(t) is an arbitrary analytic function of t. Then, the value of J   is 
View the MathML sourceJ(∈)=∫0Tπ∈(q˙0(t)+∈x˙(t),q0(t)+∈x(t),t)dt. For the concavity of J  
( ∈ ) we may have View the MathML sourcedJ( ∈ )d ∈ | ∈ =0=0 and View the MathML 
sourced2J(∈)d∈2|∈=0<0. 

Proposition 2: J(R) is also concave and a unimodal function of R. 
Proof: 
Now, 

5. Numerical example 
We consider the values of key parameters in appropriate units as follows: a0 = 50 units, a1 = 10 

units, T = 3 months, θ = 0.05, δ = 0.06, ch = $ 1.5, c0 = $ 10, c1 = $ 3, and p = $ 40. Then, the required 
optimal solution is R∗ = 379.82 units, View the MathML sourceE0∗=126.51 units and J∗ = $851.005. 
The optimal path of inventory ( Fig. 1) declines sharply when adjusting demand D(E). Similarly, the 
optimal path of sales team initiatives E(t) ( Fig. 2) decreases with time because the stock of inventory 
decreases with time. Another reason is that more initiatives are needed to boost the sales of the higher 
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stock of the products as well as for the introduction of new products in the market. The demand and 
deterioration of the product over time t are shown in Fig. 3. The mathematical analysis and Fig. 4 
indicate that J(R) is a strictly concave function of R. Moreover, the optimal solution of the model is 
R∗ = 209.89 units, R∗ = 209.89, View the MathML sourceE0∗=126.51 units and J∗ = $ 768.73 when 
a0 = 0, i.e., the demand of the customers is fully dependent on sales team initiatives. 

6. Sensitivity analysis of the key parameters and managerial insights 
We have conducted sensitivity analysis for the key parameters of the model. The optimal solutions 

for (−50%, −25%, +25%, +50%) changes of one parameter were obtained (see Table 1), keeping the 
other parameters fixed. From the sensitivity analysis, the following natural phenomena are observed: 
•The optimal values View the MathML source(R∗,E0∗,J∗) are moderately sensitive with changes 

of the fixed demand rate (a0). As the fixed demand rate (i.e., fixed customer demand rate) increases, 
the replenishment lot size (R∗) increases, which results in a higher profit. On the other hand, the 
initial level of the initiatives of the sales team View the MathML source(E0∗) is unchanged because 
the scale parameter (a1) is fixed. This is quite rational in real life problems. 
•The optimal values View the MathML source(R∗,E0∗,J∗) are highly sensitive with changes in the 

scale parameter (a1) of the demand function. Higher values of a1 result in more effort from the sales 
team to increase the demand for the items. As a result, the replenishment lot sizes and profits are 
higher due to more demand. 
•When the deterioration rate (θ  ) increases, the replenishment lot size decreases to avoid more loss 

due to higher deterioration. The initial effort level View the MathML source(E0∗) decreases with 
decreases in the lot size, and the profit (J∗) occasionally decreases due to higher deterioration. 

•The optimal values View the MathML source(R∗,E0∗,J∗) are fairly sensitive to changes in the 
inventory holding cost(ch). As the scale parameter a1 of the initiatives of the sales team is fixed, the 
initial effort level of the sales team is insensitive to changes in ch. However, the initial optimum 
replenishment lot size decreases with increases in ch to avoid greater costs for holding more inventory. 
The profit decreases automatically with increases in inventory holding cost. 
•The optimal replenishment lot size, initial effort level and profit decrease with increases in values 

of purchasing cost (c0) per unit item. Here, the optimal solutions View the MathML 
source(R∗,E0∗,J∗) are highly sensitive to changes in c0. The model has no feasible solution while c0 
is higher. This occurs due to loss of the objective function. 
•The optimal values View the MathML source(R∗,E0∗,J∗) are highly sensitive with changes of the 

cost parameter (c1) of the effort of the sales teams. A higher value of c1 reduces the effort level of the 
objective function. Consequently, the demand rate decreases with increases in the effort level, and the 
replenishment lot size decreases to avoid greater inventory cost. 
•The optimal values View the MathML source(R∗,E0∗,J∗) are highly sensitive to the selling price 

(p  ) per unit item. The initial initiatives View the MathML source(E0∗) and replenishment lot size 
increase due to higher revenue earned from selling the items. Consequently, demand and profit 
increase due to a higher selling price of the items. The lower sales prices (−50% & −25% changes in 
p) have no feasible solutions in this model. 
•When the parameter δ increases, the value of the profit decreases to avoid greater inventory cost 

and the initial effort level increases to clear stock rapidly. 
•When the cycle time (T) increases, the replenishment lot size decreases to reduce the cost for 

holding inventory. As the replenishment lot size is smaller, the initial initiative level decreases to 
adjust to the demand of the customers. Here, the profit reduces for a longer cycle time (T) due to 
inflation and time value of money tied up for the whole system. The model also has no feasible 
solutions for higher values of T, +25% & +50% changes in T. 

In the above analysis, based on the values of cost and profit parameters, this model suggests how a 
manager of a firm could order the lot size and adjust the investment in the sales team to achieve the 
maximum profit. 
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7. Conclusion 
In practice, pharmaceutical products may undergo deterioration over time. The deterioration 

includes decay, spoilage, evaporation, obsolescence and pilferage, which increase with on-hand 
inventory. Therefore, a larger stock of the products for a long period of time causes higher loss due to 
deterioration and inventory cost. Therefore, the optimal stock/replenishment order size should be sold 
within a short period of time. Consequently, more sales team initiatives are required to clear the stock 
within the stipulated period. The sales team initiatives are also important for launching new products 
in the market. Moreover, our model considers the inflation and time value of money for the cost and 
profit parameters, which so far has only been considered in a few articles. Our model helps a manager 
of a farm determine the optimal lot size and volume of sales team initiatives so that the total profit can 
be maximized. 

The proposed model can be extended further for the time dependent perishable rate, which is 
relaxed in this model for the sake of simplicity. The continuous nature of sales team initiatives are 
considered in this model, which is also a limitation of this model. Another limitation of the model is a 
deterministic replenishment rate that is available instantaneously and infinitely in the market. This 
situation may arise when supply disruption does not occur, which is not possible all the time. 
Consequently, this model can be extended in the future by considering the discrete probabilistic 
replenishment rate as well as the demand rate. 
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Abstract. The role of rocky coasts as depositional environments has been generally neglected by 
rock- and depositional-coast workers. Although rock coasts can be hostile sedimentary 
environments, they frequently host a variety of deposits consisting of mixes of boulders and 
megaclasts to sand and cobbles. These deposits include pockets of sand and pebble trapped in 
topographic depressions or at the foot of scarps and cliffs, isolated boulders, pocket beaches 
trapped between headlands, and sand to boulder beaches in shallow bays exposed to strong wave 
action. The tectonic setting, which is reflected in the degree of geological heterogeneity alongshore, 
together with the wave regime and other elements of the morphogenic environment, help to 
determine the amount and mobility of the sediment, and consequently whether it plays an essentially 
abrasional or protectional role. Many beaches have a resistant rock foundation which will modulate 
their response to rising sea level and possibly increased storminess during this century. Wave 
refraction and temporal and spatial changes in sediment abrasional and protectional efficacy 
influence the development of crenulated planforms on coasts with a high degree of geological 
heterogeneity, and possibly on more geologically homogeneous coasts with longshore variations in 
cliff height or in the amount of sediment. Theory suggests that these coasts may develop equilibrium 
planforms with uniform rates of erosion in bays and on headlands, or they may undergo a series of 
cyclical transformations involving alternating increases and decreases in the depth of the bays 
relative to the headlands. 

Keywords: Rock coasts; Sediments; Boulders; Beaches; Model; Climate change. 

1. Introduction 
Rocky coasts are often inhospitable depositional environments. Many areas are dominated by 

stretches of essentially bare, exposed bedrock punctuated by isolated, angular blocks eroded from the 
cliff and occasionally from the foreshore, and sand, pebbles (− 6 to − 2φ), or cobbles (− 8 to − 6φ) in 
joint-eroded channels, trapped against rock scarps, or in narrow beaches at the cliff foot, (Fig. 1a,b,c). 
Nevertheless, large amounts of sediment sometimes cover much of the underlying substratum, with 
exposed bedrock being largely restricted to cliffs and headlands. Eroding rock coasts can be valuable 
sources of sediment for beaches, estuaries, tidal flats, and dune fields in adjacent areas. The factors 
controlling sediment production and retention on rock coasts are complex, however, and even where 
some foreshores are completely covered in beach material others in the same area may be almost 
completely exposed. 

2. The marine environment and tectonic setting 
The occurrence, extent, and type of deposit on a rock coast results from the interaction of coastal 

mechanisms, whose nature and efficacy are determined by the marine environment, with geological 
conditions, including rock structure and lithology, which reflect, in part, the tectonic setting. 

2.1. The marine environment 
Morphogenic factors, including the tidal range, wave environment and site exposure, past and 

present climate, and changes in relative sea level, impose infinite variation in the form and 
sedimentological character of a rock coast. Mechanical wave erosion is most effective in mid-latitude, 
storm-wave-dominated environments and in swell-wave-dominated areas at lower latitudes. This 
promotes quarrying of large joint blocks and rock fragments and the erosion of marine, fluvial, glacial 
and periglacial (fluvio-nival and gelifluction) deposits (Blanco-Chao et al., 2007 and Stephenson and 
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Naylor, 2011). Eroded material can be swept off rocky foreshores on headlands and transported into 
adjacent bays and small coves, although it can be washed into deeper water over the abrupt lateral and 
seaward terminii that characterize subhorizontal shore platforms, surf ledges, and fringing coral reefs 
in Tropical and Temperate regions (Trenhaile, 1987, Trenhaile, 1997, Sunamura, 1992 and 
Stephenson et al., 2013). Climatic factors drive wave regimes and river flows, but they also influence 
sediment production and transportation in many other ways, including their effect on the nature and 
efficacy of weathering and slope-transport processes, the vegetation on coastal slopes and in 
hinterlands, and the abundance and types of bioerosional organism. Previous climates promoted 
periglacial, glacial, and fluvial activity that contributed large amounts of clastic detritus to rock coasts, 
especially in mid-to high latitudes, and other sediment has been obtained through changes in relative 
sea level that have helped to erode and recycle ancient beach deposits. 

2.2. The tectonic setting 
Inman and Nordstrom (1971) placed the classical distinction between Pacific- or longitudinal-type 

coasts and Atlantic- or transverse coasts within a plate tectonic context. Pacific-type coasts are 
essentially parallel to the geological grain of the hinterland, whereas Atlantic-type coasts cut across 
the geological structure. Pacific-type coasts (collision coasts) are found along the edges of 
converging tectonic plates while Atlantic-type coasts are embedded within plates, well removed from 
areas of crustal addition or subtraction. 

The tectonic setting has important implications for the amount, type, and distribution of sediment 
along rock coasts. Tectonically mobile collision coasts are usually fairly straight and regular, with 
occasional bays where a river or the sea broke through more resistant rock and exposed the less 
resistant rock behind. These types of coast have high hinterlands and narrow continental shelves. 
Short and steep rivers flowing from the coastal uplands are important sources of sand, pebbles, and 
cobbles that are redistributed along coasts that offer few obstructions to alongshore transport. 
Plate-embedded coasts tend to have wide continental shelves and hilly, plateau, or low hinterlands. 
These coasts can be very indented because of the structural grain which causes different types of rock 
to be exposed within fairly short distances along the shore. Longshore transport is inhibited by 
headlands and upstanding strata or ridges of resistant material running at high angles across the 
foreshore. Coastal sediment is often derived locally and then essentially trapped, as pocket beaches, 
within small bays or coves, and it can therefore vary enormously in grain size, shape, and mineralogy 
within small areas. Rivers running to these coasts can be very long and have gentle gradients that 
promote the discharge and offshore transport of clays and other fine-grained sediments; this is 
especially pertinent in the hot, wet Tropics where chemical and biological weathering is so effective. 
Coarser material is supplied by shorter rivers flowing down steep coastal slopes, although it tends to 
accumulate close to river mouths on irregular plate-embedded coasts. 

2.3. Rock type and structure 
The general orientation, detailed form, and erosional susceptibility of rock coasts are largely 

controlled by the type and structure of the rock (Wilson, 1952 and Trenhaile, 1987, pp. 220–223, 
Trenhaile, 1999, Trenhaile et al., 1998, Andriani and Walsh, 2007, Porter-Smith and McKinlay, 2012 
and Giuliano et al., 2013). These factors are also important in determining the type and amount of 
available sediment, and whether it can accumulate on rocky outcrops (Trenhaile, 2004a, Stephenson 
and Naylor, 2011, Pérez-Alberti et al., 2012 and Kennedy and Milkins, 2015). Intertidal zones may be 
littered by joint blocks and other large fragments of shale, siltstone, mudstone, and other argillaceous 
rocks dislodged by wave quarrying from the foreshore or from cliff collapse. The fine-grained 
sediments produced by comminution of these clasts and by direct weathering and downwearing 
(Stephenson et al., 2010, Stephenson et al., 2012, Porter et al., 2010a and Porter et al., 2010b) are 
subsequently transported offshore in suspension or, on low lying coasts lacking high cliffs, blown 
inland onto dunefields. Bioerosion, weathering (including salt, cryogenic, and chemical weathering 
and wetting and drying) (Trenhaile, 1987, pp. 31–63 and 83–103, Trenhaile, 2015 and Sunamura, 
1992, pp. 70–74; Mottershead, 2013), and wave-induced abrasion and attrition can produce sand- to 
cobble-sized sediments that are carried by waves as bedload; these sediments remain on or close to 
shore. Rocks are only likely to be important sources of beach sediment, however, if they weather and 
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erode fairly rapidly. This depends on the relationship between rock strike and other structural 
components and the direction of the incoming waves, and on myriad other factors including rock 
hardness, texture, porosity, permeability, mineral composition and strength of bonding, and the rate at 
which weathered and erosional products are removed. 

3. Beach types 
Most classical work on beach morphodynamics has been conducted on sandy beaches 

uninterrupted by exposed rocky outcrops and without shallow rock or consolidated clay foundations 
(Wright et al., 1979, Wright and Short, 1984, Masselink and Short, 1993 and Masselink and Hegge, 
1995). Beaches on collision and high, plate-embedded coasts are often confined between rock 
headlands and lie on top and at the back of shore platforms, however, and many tropical beaches are 
underlain and fronted by beachrock, often with coral reefs offshore and low cliffs of elevated reef 
limestone behind (Vousdoukas et al., 2007 and Marsters and Kennedy, 2014). 

The type of beach that develops on a rock coast depends on many factors, including the degree of 
coastal indentation, the type of rock and sediments in the cliff, and the orientation of the coast in 
relation to the incoming waves. For convenience, the distinction is made in this paper between pocket 
beaches in fairly deeply indented embayments exposed to waves with only a very limited range of 
orientations; larger, generally predominantly sandy beaches with shallow, rocky foundations, 
exposed to a greater range of wave orientations in wide, shallow bays; and boulder beaches in 
exposed, shallow bays or on open coasts in high-energy environments. 

3.1. Pocket beaches 
Pocket beaches, consisting of variable mixtures of boulders, pebbles, sand or mud, accumulate in 

bays and coves between rocky headlands (Fig. 2a) (Yasso, 1982, Short and Masselink, 1999 and 
Bowman et al., 2009). They can have shallow and often partially exposed bedrock foundations, or the 
underlying rock can be deeply buried. Pocket beaches are exposed to waves coming from a limited 
range of directions, and the effects of wave refraction and diffraction tend to be as important as the 
direction of wave propagation in deep water in determining their orientation at the shore. Embayment 
topography generates longshore gradients and cellular circulation with rip currents during periods of 
high waves (Short and Masselink, 1999 and Loureiro et al., 2012). 

The morphodynamics of pocket beaches are controlled by such factors as the degree of indentation, 
the distance between, and orientation of, the headlands, wave conditions, tidal range, sediment grain 
size, and the occurrence, or absence, of submarine bars. Deep coastal indentation helps to dissipate 
incoming wave energy, resulting in reduced responses and long lags to periods of strong wave action 
(Hegge et al., 1996). The recovery of embayed beaches after storms also usually takes much longer 
than for open-coast beaches because of limited sediment supply, and constraints imposed by shore 
platforms and other rocky outcrops (Short, 2002, Loureiro et al., 2009, Bowman et al., 2009 and 
Dubois et al., 2011). Nevertheless, sediment can be derived from cliff erosion within the embayments, 
alongshore migration of submarine bars, and sediment delivered by rivers within the bays. 

Pocket beaches rotate in response to changes in the direction of the prevailing waves that trigger 
erosion at one end of the beach and deposition at the other (Short and Masselink, 1999, Klein et al., 
2002, Ojeda and Guillén, 2008, Harley et al., 2010, Dai et al., 2010, Daly et al., 2011, Turki et al., 
2013a, Turki et al., 2013b and Balouin et al., 2014). The degree of rotation is a strong driver of sand 
bar - shoreline coupling, with the bars rotating more rapidly and to a greater degree than the shoreline 
(van de Lageweg et al., 2013). 

Headlands enclosing pocket beaches regulate sediment storage and limit the exchange of sediment 
with other beaches in close proximity. The ability of longshore currents to carry sediment around the 
seaward ends of headlands depends on numerous factors, including the grain size of the sediment, 
length, period, and obliquity of the waves, tidal range, depth of the water off the headlands, degree of 
coastal indentation, and the occurrence and degree of beach rotation (Ribeiro et al., 2014). On the 
coast of California, sediment transport between pocket beaches is dependent on storm activity 
(Storlazzi and Field, 2000), and the headlands that are most likely to prevent sediment bypassing are 
large, have deep water downstream, and sharp apexes (George et al., 2015). 
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Pocket beaches form in bays or inlets created by the erosion of faults, joints, or weaker rock 
outcrops. They develop also around the mouths of rivers that experienced repeated transgressions and 
regressions during the Pleistocene, followed by drowning during the Holocene. The size of the bays, 
and consequently of the beaches that fill them, may be related in part to the rivers' drainage basin 
areas. The size of estuarine bays in southeastern Australia, for example, is related to the area of the 
associated drainage basins, stream order at the coast, and the degree of marine penetration into the 
drainage network (Bishop and Cowell, 1997). Depending on the climate, geology, and topography of 
the drainage basins, rivers on high-relief coasts can be the chief source of sediment, although fine 
sediment input from rivers can also create mudflats in sheltered, highly indented bays. Rivers are 
important sediment sources on Elba, for example, where the location of the river mouths within 
embayments controls the distribution of sediment on the beach (Pranzini et al., 2013). 

3.2. Wide, exposed beaches 
Although bays containing pocket beaches usually have fairly high indentation ratios (the ratio of 

bay depth to the distance between the headlands) and are limited in extent in the shore-parallel and 
shore-normal directions, wide beaches can extend for considerable distances within shallow, rocky 
bays. These beaches often have fairly shallow rock foundations that are periodically exposed 
following storms, and bedrock is often permanently exposed in the lower portions of the intertidal 
zone (Fig. 1c). Sandy beaches can be backed by pebble ridges and on low coasts by sand dunes, 
whereas on some exposed, high-energy coasts the entire beach is composed of cobbles and pebbles, 
occasional backed by dunes inherited from former sandy beaches (Orford and Anthony, 2013). 

Whereas pocket beaches in narrow, deeply indented bays generally assume the circular arc shape 
of the refracted waves, wider, more exposed beaches often adopt an asymmetrical shape in response 
to waves approaching from acute angles (Fig. 2b). The shape of these beaches to the lee of headlands 
results from wave refraction and diffraction, wave energy dissipation by turbulence and reflection, 
and interruptions to longshore transport. Downdrift changes in wave height and energy are also 
responsible for changes in beachface gradient and grain size (Finkelstein, 1982 and Klein and 
Menezes, 2001). 

4. Formulation of the model 
In this model, the demand rate is equation(1) 
View the MathML sourceD(E)=a0+a1E(t)In this model, the demand rate is 
where a0 is fixed demand, which is independent of sales team initiatives, and a1 is a scale 

parameter of the demand rate, which is sensitive to sales team initiatives. The demand rate is an 
increasing function of E(t) that is obvious in practice. Generally speaking, medical representatives are 
employed to capture the market demand. On the other hand, some pharmaceutical stores employ a 
medical practitioner to attract customers and boost sales. Under this philosophy, customers/patients 
benefit from the medical practitioners, and the store owners earn more from selling more items. In 
this case, the governing differential equation of the on-hand inventory is 
Here, the replenishment size is R, and it is received at the end of the cycle length T. At this time, the 
level of the inventory is a0 units because fixed demand is met using these units to keep good will with 
the fixed customers. Quite often, when the lot size (R) is received, it takes some time to prepare to sell 
them. In this short timeframe, the demand of the genuine customers is met from the stock level a0. For 
the generality of the model, it is considered to be a non-zero value and may be considered to be zero, 
as is done in many articles in the inventory literature. Therefore, the inventory q(t) initially starts at (t 
= 0) with (R + a0) units and is depleted with the demand rate mentioned in Eq. (1). The inventory 
level reaches level a0 at time T. 

The cost and earning elements of the model at time ‘t’ are as follows: 
The cost for sales team initiatives is c1E(t). This is proportional to the volume of initiatives. The 

cost for holding inventory is chq(t). The loss due to deterioration is c0θq(t). The purchasing cost of R 
units is c0R  . Earnings from sales items is View the MathML sourcep(a0+a1E(t)). Therefore, the 
total profit during the period [0,T], including the time value of money and inflation, is 

Proposition 1: The profit function J is concave in the interval [0, T]. 
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Proof: The value of J depends on the path q = q(t) in the interval [0, T]. Let J have an extreme value 
along the path q = q0(t) for t ∈ [0,T]. Consider a class of neighbourhood curves q∈(t) = q0(t) + ∈
x(t), where ∈ is a small constant and x(t) is an arbitrary analytic function of t. Then, the value of J   is 
View the MathML sourceJ(∈)=∫0Tπ∈(q˙0(t)+∈x˙(t),q0(t)+∈x(t),t)dt. For the concavity of J  
( ∈ ) we may have View the MathML sourcedJ( ∈ )d ∈ | ∈ =0=0 and View the MathML 
sourced2J(∈)d∈2|∈=0<0. 

Proposition 2: J(R) is also concave and a unimodal function of R. 
Proof: 

5. Numerical example 
We consider the values of key parameters in appropriate units as follows: a0 = 50 units, a1 = 10 

units, T = 3 months, θ = 0.05, δ = 0.06, ch = $ 1.5, c0 = $ 10, c1 = $ 3, and p = $ 40. Then, the required 
optimal solution is R∗ = 379.82 units, View the MathML sourceE0∗=126.51 units and J∗ = $851.005. 
The optimal path of inventory ( Fig. 1) declines sharply when adjusting demand D(E). Similarly, the 
optimal path of sales team initiatives E(t) ( Fig. 2) decreases with time because the stock of inventory 
decreases with time. Another reason is that more initiatives are needed to boost the sales of the higher 
stock of the products as well as for the introduction of new products in the market. The demand and 
deterioration of the product over time t are shown in Fig. 3. The mathematical analysis and Fig. 4 
indicate that J(R) is a strictly concave function of R. Moreover, the optimal solution of the model is 
R∗ = 209.89 units, R∗ = 209.89, View the MathML sourceE0∗=126.51 units and J∗ = $ 768.73 when 
a0 = 0, i.e., the demand of the customers is fully dependent on sales team initiatives. 

6. Sensitivity analysis of the key parameters and managerial insights 
We have conducted sensitivity analysis for the key parameters of the model. The optimal solutions 

for (−50%, −25%, +25%, +50%) changes of one parameter were obtained (see Table 1), keeping the 
other parameters fixed. From the sensitivity analysis, the following natural phenomena are observed: 
•The optimal values View the MathML source(R∗,E0∗,J∗) are moderately sensitive with changes 

of the fixed demand rate (a0). As the fixed demand rate (i.e., fixed customer demand rate) increases, 
the replenishment lot size (R∗) increases, which results in a higher profit. On the other hand, the 
initial level of the initiatives of the sales team View the MathML source(E0∗) is unchanged because 
the scale parameter (a1) is fixed. This is quite rational in real life problems. 
•The optimal values View the MathML source(R∗,E0∗,J∗) are highly sensitive with changes in the 

scale parameter (a1) of the demand function. Higher values of a1 result in more effort from the sales 
team to increase the demand for the items. As a result, the replenishment lot sizes and profits are 
higher due to more demand. 
•When the deterioration rate (θ  ) increases, the replenishment lot size decreases to avoid more loss 

due to higher deterioration. The initial effort level View the MathML source(E0∗) decreases with 
decreases in the lot size, and the profit (J∗) occasionally decreases due to higher deterioration. 
•The optimal values View the MathML source(R∗,E0∗,J∗) are fairly sensitive to changes in the 

inventory holding cost(ch). As the scale parameter a1 of the initiatives of the sales team is fixed, the 
initial effort level of the sales team is insensitive to changes in ch. However, the initial optimum 
replenishment lot size decreases with increases in ch to avoid greater costs for holding more inventory. 
The profit decreases automatically with increases in inventory holding cost. 
•The optimal replenishment lot size, initial effort level and profit decrease with increases in values 

of purchasing cost (c0) per unit item. Here, the optimal solutions View the MathML 
source(R∗,E0∗,J∗) are highly sensitive to changes in c0. The model has no feasible solution while c0 
is higher. This occurs due to loss of the objective function. 
•The optimal values View the MathML source(R∗,E0∗,J∗) are highly sensitive with changes of the 

cost parameter (c1) of the effort of the sales teams. A higher value of c1 reduces the effort level of the 
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objective function. Consequently, the demand rate decreases with increases in the effort level, and the 
replenishment lot size decreases to avoid greater inventory cost. 
•The optimal values View the MathML source(R∗,E0∗,J∗) are highly sensitive to the selling price 

(p  ) per unit item. The initial initiatives View the MathML source(E0∗) and replenishment lot size 
increase due to higher revenue earned from selling the items. Consequently, demand and profit 
increase due to a higher selling price of the items. The lower sales prices (−50% & −25% changes in 
p) have no feasible solutions in this model. 
•When the parameter δ increases, the value of the profit decreases to avoid greater inventory cost 

and the initial effort level increases to clear stock rapidly. 
•When the cycle time (T) increases, the replenishment lot size decreases to reduce the cost for 

holding inventory. As the replenishment lot size is smaller, the initial initiative level decreases to 
adjust to the demand of the customers. Here, the profit reduces for a longer cycle time (T) due to 
inflation and time value of money tied up for the whole system. The model also has no feasible 
solutions for higher values of T, +25% & +50% changes in T. 

In the above analysis, based on the values of cost and profit parameters, this model suggests how a 
manager of a firm could order the lot size and adjust the investment in the sales team to achieve the 
maximum profit. 

7. Conclusion 
In practice, pharmaceutical products may undergo deterioration over time. The deterioration 

includes decay, spoilage, evaporation, obsolescence and pilferage, which increase with on-hand 
inventory. Therefore, a larger stock of the products for a long period of time causes higher loss due to 
deterioration and inventory cost. Therefore, the optimal stock/replenishment order size should be sold 
within a short period of time. Consequently, more sales team initiatives are required to clear the stock 
within the stipulated period. The sales team initiatives are also important for launching new products 
in the market. Moreover, our model considers the inflation and time value of money for the cost and 
profit parameters, which so far has only been considered in a few articles. Our model helps a manager 
of a farm determine the optimal lot size and volume of sales team initiatives so that the total profit can 
be maximized. 

The proposed model can be extended further for the time dependent perishable rate, which is 
relaxed in this model for the sake of simplicity. The continuous nature of sales team initiatives are 
considered in this model, which is also a limitation of this model. Another limitation of the model is a 
deterministic replenishment rate that is available instantaneously and infinitely in the market. This 
situation may arise when supply disruption does not occur, which is not possible all the time. 
Consequently, this model can be extended in the future by considering the discrete probabilistic 
replenishment rate as well as the demand rate. 
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Abstract. This paper presents a high level review and discussion about e-learning and proposes the 
use of interactive learning as a recommended method for staff training in industry and academia. 
Interactive learning is focused on the integrated e-learning and face-to-face learning to ensure that 
the process of learning can stimulate learners' interests, report their progress and have tutors to 
provide their feedback and guide learners to the expected targets. Learning activities and varieties 
have been illustrated with discussion about how industry and academia can use interactive learning. 
Five successful examples of interactive learning to demonstrate the effectiveness of interactive 
learning. Positive impacts have been reported in RBS, SMEs using SAP, University of Cambridge, 
University of Greenwich and Leeds Beckett University to support the positive outcomes for learners 
and trainers. Future directions have been discussed, particularly the use of emerging services can 
enhance the learning experience and satisfaction for learners and trainers. 

Keywords: E-learning for academia and industry; Interactive learning; Interactive learning case 
studies how to use interactive learning. 

1. Introduction 
Investment in human resources is essential to the development of human capitals, whereby 

countries and organizations that have invested in human capitals are in a better position to acquire 
long-term benefits (Schultz, 1961; Reynolds, Caley, & Mason, 2002). This is also relevant to industry, 
since employees need to keep their skills and knowledge up-to-date. A moving organization is the one 
that invests in people and ensure that all employees' skills are up-to-date to stay competitive (Bahrami, 
1996 and Gould, 2009). By offering staff training, benefits for organizations are as follows. First, 
employees can complete their tasks quickly and efficiently without making mistakes that can cost the 
organizational reputation and financial loss (Sveiby, 1997). Second, products and services can be 
enhanced since the team for research and development, sales, marketing and operations have better 
competency, skills and knowledge to ensure that products and services are continuously improved 
(Day, 1994). Third, the organization can design and develop better strategies, new products and 
services as a result of the improved level of overall competency and collaboration (Gould, 2009). An 
organization can become an learning organization since the employees can learn from their previous 
errors, accelerate their progress and improve on their work performance as individuals and units. 
More time and effort can be used on development of the forward-thinking plans to reduce costs, 
errors and improve on collaboration, team work and market strategies (Treacy & Wiersema, 1997). In 
this way, it offers a greater level of competitiveness over their rivals. Human capital can include 
knowledge, skills, competencies, relationships and creativity implicit in an organization's workforce 
(Reynolds et al., 2002). 

To facilitate better learning and training activities, the use of online resources have been blended 
successfully with education. One of these areas is known as e-learning, which offers the online 
delivery of information, communication, education and training (Sloman, 2001). Using 
electronically-based approaches, learning and training can be conducted at anywhere and anytime. It 
can save operational costs including costs for accommodation, travel and booking of physical 
classrooms that require all the employees to attend physically. Some forms of learning activities can 
be completed offline, such as watching the training videos, completing assignments and rehearsing 
skills that were acquired at the training workshops. The e-learning education can be improved 
significantly with the systematic approach to ensure that learners' progress can be reviewed at check 
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points and demonstrate that there is an improvement on the learners' competency of knowledge and 
skills (Rothwell & Kazanas, 2011). One of such approaches is the use of blended learning to combine 
the use of classroom teaching and online learning activities together to produce a greater impact 
(Graham, 2006). Classroom-based teaching can allow learners to focus on consolidating their core 
skills and knowledge. Online learning resources and activities can ensure that learners can revise their 
work, discuss with their peers in online discussion and be involved in any quizzes or tutorials that can 
be rehearsed several times outside the classroom. The role of the tutor is crucial in the development in 
the blended learning. The tutor is a teacher in the classroom, the motivator in both the online and 
classroom environment and an advisor on the online forum and learning activities. The research work 
conducted by Chang and Wills (2013) show that there is a 15% improvement on learner's satisfaction 
and performance of using the blended learning approach than using the classroom teaching approach. 

The breakdown of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the related work and literature to 
e-learning. While acknowledging there is a need to improve the delivery of e-learning for staff 
training, interactive learning, the combination of online e-learning and face-to-face staff training, is 
proposed to be a better alternative than adopting e-learning alone. Section 3 presents how interactive 
learning can be conducted for industry and academia with five case studies to support. Section 4 sums 
up the paper with the plan for future work. 

2. Related work 
This section describes the related work to e-learning review. This e-learning review consists of 

seven key areas that are presented as follows. 
1)Emerging technologies: e-learning is considered as an emerging technology that makes impact 

on the workforce. 
2)Continuing professional development (CPD): e-learning is used in continuous professional 

development, of which staff training and executive education are principal components. 
3)The impacts on training: e-learning brings new concepts and implementations for training. 
4)Effective team management and motivation: the purpose of training is to improve e-learning 

implementations, in which effective team management and motivation are important factors. 
5)Factors for using e-learning technology in learning: Bate's model and Alexander's model of 

e-learning are used to explain this. An industrial example is described to demonstrate both models. 
6)Advantages and disadvantages of e-learning: The advantages and disadvantages of e-learning 

over traditional learning are described to highlight e-learning's strengths and weaknesses. 
7)Interactive learning: both face-to-face learning and e-learning have their strengths and 

weaknesses. This leads to the proposal to combine both face-to-face learning and e-learning with their 
positive effects on the employees and the organizations. The difference between interactive and 
blended learning is that interactive learning is focused on the dynamic interactions with the learners. 
Teaching can be tailored to different needs and different groups. Learners progress can be checked 
and monitored (Sloman, 2001, Lundvall, 2010, Chang, 2003 and Chang, 2015). Blended learning is 
more focused on the mechanism and a variety of learning techniques that learning should be taken 
place (Garrison and Kanuka, 2004 and Graham, 2006). 

2.1. Emerging technologies 
Emerging technologies are technologies that create new industries and transform existing ones 

(Day, Schoemaker, & Gunther, 2004). E-learning is an emerging technology that makes impact on 
the workforce and reshapes the relationship between employees and organizations. This concept has 
been elaborated by Bell, Lee, and Yeung, (2006), who highlight a set of significant and common 
challenges to both organizations and employees. These challenges are considered as human resource 
challenges that are driven by interaction between factors: 
•The properties of emerging technologies. 
•Changing character of people (employees and customers) and what they are seeking. 
•The changing character of organizations and how they are approaching their human capital. 
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Interactions driving human resource challenges (Day et al., 2004) represents the relationship 
between emerging technologies, organizations and people. organizations play a central role because 
organizations should be aware of the impacts due to the changes in people (employees and customers) 
and emerging technologies. organizations provide training for office-workers, so that they can get 
familiar with organizations' emerging technologies to improve their efficiency. Thus, people and 
emerging technologies are linked together through organizations. E-learning can provide assistance 
for these interactions because it provides rapid communications between colleagues and improves the 
quality of the work. The process of improving the quality of the staff in order to set a better quality of 
work is called continuing professional development (CPD). 

2.2. Continuing professional development 
The Engineering Council (US) defines continuous professional development (CPD) as “The 

systematic maintenance, improvement and broadening of knowledge and skill, and the development 
of personal qualities necessary for the execution of professional and technical duties throughout the 
practitioner's working life” (Friedman & Phillips, 2004). CPD, being essential for the organizations, 
includes executive education and staff training. Fig. 1 illustrates the concept of CPD. 

Lorriman's Windows (1997) explains the three key elements in CPD. First, there must be a mission 
by each individual for their self-improvement. Each member of staff should understand their key 
competencies and all learning should maximise the speed to develop these competencies. Secondly, 
organizations should redefine the role of their managers, so that coaching and developing of staff 
become a highly important activity. Thirdly, the organizations should provide a learning environment 
and maximise learning processes. How can we achieve these three elements? Training, especially 
training by e-learning, is a key solution used by many organizations. Lorriman's theory can be 
presented in Fig. 1. 

2.3. The impacts on training 
Sloman (2001) claims the internet has changed the ways we work, including training. The ways 

that trainers conduct training and the way employees learn have become different because the internet 
and other technologies can allow the speedy distribution of information, knowledge sharing and 
self-learning, in which the trainers' role diminishes. However, Sloman (2001) is optimistic that 
“training may be entering a new age with growing respect for the importance of the function." He 
further adds that many organizations recognise that ‘people are a source of competitive advantage’, 
hence training with e-learning becomes more important. A systematic training model has been 
increasingly accepted in the UK since the late 1960s. Through years of evolution, a common model 
was adopted, as shown in Fig. 2. 

This model divides training into a series of sequential steps and the benefit of this model is to focus 
on the need to apply a systematic, disciplined approach to each stage in the process. E-learning not 
only can accelerate the speed in the whole cycle of the model but also can assist in each process of the 
training. For instance, the software and internet can assist directors to identify training needs for the 
organizations. Later, trainers can plan and design training with the aid of technologies. During the 
delivery of training, intranet, software and video- conferencing can assist the learning process. To 
evaluate training outcomes, online assessments can be used. 

2.3.1. McKay's concepts of staff training 
McKay (2000) classifies training into two types, either skill-based training or information- based 

training. In the context of this thesis, staff training means skilled-based training for office-workers 
and operational staff. She suggests training everyone together causes a problem because staff may 
end up with different levels of skills either weak or strong, which then results in team ineffectiveness. 
To solve this problem, one solution is to train different levels of staff with the appropriate methods. 
This enables the organization to make better investments in staff. This also saves the organization 
money in the long-term because less training will take place to reach the required standards. 

2.4. Effective team management: a factor for effective e-learning implementations 
One purpose of staff training is to build up competent teams, which are capable of handling tasks 

efficiently. Building competent teams improves the quality of work and the quality of team 
management, thus leading to effective team management, which is essential for the effective 
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e-learning implementations. Lowe (1995) states that managers and all the employees should be 
continuously able and motivated to acquire new skills, so they can contribute to technology 
management within the big organizations, where each manager is in charge of at least one project that 
has several employees working together. The ability to manage the team for project completion, 
quality work, time management, training and human resource management is known as team 
management. Effective team management is important in influencing the project's success. 

2.4.1. Motivation: a key factor for effective team management 
Lowe (1995) and Steers, Mowday, and Shapiro, (2004) both suggest that motivation is a key factor 

for effective team management. Both relate that the expectation theory is a more recent approach to 
study motivation. The concept is that for people to be motivated they should perceive this: if they 
increase their effort at work, this must lead to an enhanced performance that leads to appropriate 
rewards. In order to achieve this, motivation is a key factor. Osterloh and Frey (2000) elaborate that a 
good manager should raise the motivation of his team members. They also explain that keeping 
motivation high and transforming motivation into performance will be a key to successful 
management. 

Freeman and Capper (1999) elaborate that online education at the University of Technology, 
Sydney (UTS) allows students to increase their motivation and interests in learning. More students 
feel online education is useful because they enjoy learning due to the increased motivation. Especially 
for non- English speaking background (NESB) students, they enjoy learning and knowledge sharing 
with their friends the most. 

2.5. Factors for using e-learning technology in learning 
From the previous example, increased motivation and interest in learning is a key factor for using 

technology in learning. Bates (1997) states four main factors to explain this: 
1.To improve access to education and training. 
2.To improve the quality of learning. 
3.To reduce the costs of education. 
4.To improve the cost-effectiveness of education. 
Bates states that the fourth factor is not the same as the third as he argues that “for the same dollar 

expenditure learning effectiveness can be increased, or more students can be taught to the same 
standard for the same level of investment.” 

2.5.1. Bates' model of e-learning 
Bates (1995) has taken a wide range of factors into consideration and summarises the following 

factors that influence effective implementations as the model of e-learning, the ACTIONS model: 
Access. 
Costs. 
Teaching functions. 
Interaction and user-friendliness. 
Organisational issues. 
Novelty. 
Speed of course development/adaptation. 
In terms of ‘Access’, all staff should have the easy access to the e-learning system. In terms of 
'Costs', the e-learning system should be cost-effective. The e-learning system should also provide 

‘Teaching functions' for learning and training. For a lively e-learning system, ‘Interaction and 
user-friendliness' are key elements. Furthermore, the e-learning system should address 
‘Organizational issues' by supporting organizations' goals and improving knowledge and skills of the 
staff. The e-learning system needs ‘Novelty', the innovation that makes it more lively and creative. 
Lastly, the ‘Speed of course development and adaptation' of the e-learning system should be quick 
and efficient. 

To elaborate this model, an industrial example in Section 3.2 will be used to demonstrate how these 
factors work. Before introducing this example, the four-level e-learning model is useful to illustrate 
for the process of learning. 

2.5.2. Alexander's four-level model of e-learning 
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Another e-learning model is illustrated by Alexander's four-level model of e-learning (Alexander 
and Cosgrove, 1995 and Alexander, 2001). The first level is about online presentation and publishing. 
A lecturer can put course materials on his subject on the university's intranet. The second level is 
about online quizzes or assessment. This provides an alternative type of assessment. The third level is 
about online forums that allow students to provide feedback and the opportunity to discuss online. An 
example of this is that many students can join online forums, discuss opinions and exchange ideas to 
make their arguments clearer. Hence, the third level can train students how to express their thoughts 
and how to present them. 

The fourth level is about interactive learning, particularly online role-play simulation. Not only 
does it combine all the benefits of the first three levels, but also it greatly strengthens knowledge 
creation and knowledge sharing by face-to-face presentations, face-to-face discussions, online 
debates and online discussions. Alexander's four-level model of e-learning contains aspects of 
interactive learning because this model makes use of software, internet and videoconferencing to 
assist learning, in the presence of lecturers and tutors. Alexander's model can be simplified in Fig. 3: 

Bates' model and Alexander's model focus on different aspects of e-learning in which Bates 
emphasises the factors influencing effective e-learning implementations but Alexander emphasises 
learning processes and their effects on learners. To illustrate both models are applicable to both 
industry and academia, five case studies with an effective e-learning implementation, particularly the 
adoption of interactive learning, will be explained in Section 3.2. 

2.5. Advantages and disadvantages for using e-learning technology in learning 
So far the definitions of e-learning, models of e-learning and an industrial implementation of 

e-learning have been discussed. In order to understand e-learning it is important to discuss its 
advantages and disadvantages in the industrial context, which is summarised in Table 1 and Table 2 
(Horton, 2000 and Chang, 2015). Although e-learning is a relatively new concept particularly for staff 
training, it has several distinct advantages over traditional classroom training. 

2.6. Interactive learning 
As presented by Table 1 and Table 2, e-learning has their own advantages and disadvantages. The 

presence of tutors in face-to-face learning is essential to the development of e-learning since tutors 
can check learners’ progress, provide feedback to learners’ progress and assignments, motivate 
learners and help learners overcome difficulties in learning. Tutors should always be available at 
regular periods to ensure learners progress and feel satisfied about their progress. Hence, adopting 
e-learning with the presence of tutors in the process of learning can strengthen the advantages and 
minimizes the disadvantages of adopting e-learning alone. The combination of face-to-face training 
and e-learning is called interactive learning (Sloman, 2001, Lundvall, 2010, Chang, 2003 and Chang, 
2015). The aim is to ensure all learning materials can be delivered online and tutors can provide 
consultation and feedback to improve learners’ progress and their level of competency. The 
combined effort can allow learners to stay more focused, understand the requirements to meet 
learning outcomes and work towards the feedback that tutors have provided. Thus, e-learning can be 
delivered in more structured and organized ways to improve learners’ motivation, competency, 
learning satisfaction. 

Other researchers have their own perspective on interactive learning, which include blended 
learning (Garrison and Kanuka, 2004 and Graham, 2006), collaborative learning (Stahl, 2001; Stahl, 
Koschmann, & Suthers, 2006) and flexible learning (Freeman & Capper, 1999). Blended learning 
focuses on the ‘types’ of learning that make learning effective. In collaborative learning, the emphasis 
is on the use of technology that makes learning effective (Stahl, 2001 and Stahl et al., 2006). Flexible 
learning is a vague term because many types of learning are claimed to be “flexible”. Interactive 
learning emphasizes the human interactions during the process of learning, which mainly include 
knowledge sharing and knowledge transfer. This emphasis can also investigate the effects from the 
combination of human interactions and the use of technology, especially efficiency after learning or 
training. That is why the term interactive learning is used in this research. 

Interactive learning is an important part of this e-learning research. Before discussing its benefits to 
organizations, it is necessary to review the contents of interactive learning and how industry might 
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make best use of them. Learning activities for interactive learning is essential for training and 
learning since the efficiency can be improved (Chang, 2003; Szummer, Kohli, & Hoiem, 2008). 
Learning activities are co-ordinated actions that exercise basic intellectual skills, thought processes, 
and analysis techniques. Learning activities can be used to teach, to exercise, and to test knowledge, 
skills and beliefs (Horton, 2000). A variety of learning activities for interactive learning are 
summarised in Table 3 and Table 4. 

Both Table 3 and Table 4 show a variety of learning methods and summary about how people learn 
from interactive learning. However, the emphasis and combination of different types of learning can 
be varied between academia and industry. Even within academia, different universities and different 
courses may use different varieties and weightage. Similarly, industrial training can adopt some of the 
suggested methods and can vary between different sectors, courses and type of training. Further 
discussion will be presented in Section 4. 

How to make effective e-learning implementation is also research question. All the learning 
methods for interactive learning are summarized. There are different types of learning activities for IL. 
Amongst all these activities, the role-playing scenarios and virtual laboratories are worth mentioning 
due to the researcher's experience. At the University of Technology, Sydney (UTS), role-playing 
scenarios were used to assist students' learning that increased the students' learning interests and 
motivations in learning. In contrast virtual laboratories are practised at the Centre for Applied 
Research Educational Technology (CARET), where they have developed software for simulation, 
learning, education and commercialisation. Their work is relevant to the industrial context because 
CARET is acting as a technical service provider. 

2.7. Emerging services 
Cloud Computing has been provided as an emerging service for Higher Education, since teaching 

and learning activities can be conducted in the modern e-learning. Chang and Wills (2013) 
demonstrate the Education as a Service (EaaS) that has integrated learning and training activities at 
the University of Greenwich and has reported a 15% increase in the student learning satisfaction. The 
current emerging services include Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), which have been widely 
adopted by universities in the North America in particular to disseminate training and teaching 
activities. Their role is to offer learning and teaching to those who either cannot to pay for expensive 
tuition fees or those who have not been able to take on learning due to commitment from their work. 
The impacts to the current e-learning community have been phenomenon in a way that a vast 
population from the developing countries cannot take on the courses offered by the top-tier American 
universities. They have reported the effective learning to ensure additional resources can be offered to 
them directly since they cannot afford to do so even in their home countries. This provides incentives 
to those with poor financial backgrounds the opportunities and motivation to learn. Similarly, those 
with work and other commitment can broaden their knowledge of horizon and can on learning and 
training at their own pace. Nazir, Davis, & Harris, (2015) report that MOOCs students have the low 
completion rate and conclude MOOCs are not suitable way of learning. However, this is not entirely 
the case. The reason why people take on MOOCs is due to flexibility (Yuan & Powell, 2013). 
Circumstances such as change of jobs, marriage, births of new children, death of family members, 
long-term illness and financial pressure can make people suspend their studies for some time. These 
people should not be taken into the statistics of incompletion rate. Moreover, the majority of the 
learners take on the modules they prefer due to the flexibility and interest. The problem lies with 
discipline, commitment they put in and the lack of structured ways of learning. 

The case we would argue is that the use of interactive learning can ensure that learners can get 
engaged with trainers in real time through the videoconferencing technologies, online forum and 
chats. This can ensure learners get engaged and feel motivated by trainers who can point out students’ 
problems. Students can attempt their assignment online and get feedback from the trainer. The 
advantages of adopting interactive learning are as follows. First, interactive learning can enhance 
their learning outputs since students can pay more attention to their work and ensure they can check 
their progress and meet deadline. Second, the direct feedback from teachers plays an important role 
since they can receive learning assistance and keep their progress up-to-date. Students’ concerns and 
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queries can be answered directly by the tutors. Third, learners are more aware of their own 
weaknesses, agenda, learning outcome, expectations and progress, which can be discussed with the 
teachers so that they can both meet their expected outcomes through structured ways of learning. 
Students' weaknesses can be identified by the tutors who will instruct students how to improve to 
meet the course requirements and get them ready to submit and present their work in time. 

2.8. Issues to be resolved 
To further expand the suggestions raised in Section 2.7, there are technical and organizational 

issues to be resolved. First, the network service needs to be upgraded with optic fibres, large network 
bandwidth and high quality of service, availability and reliability to ensure that learners can get 
connected to learning resources easily and efficiently without spending much time and effort to 
access to the learning resources at any time. Second, more varieties of learning resources should be 
provided such as the use of apps, dynamic functions and real-time videoconferencing related to web 
services, so that learners can ensure they can get hands-on experience of learning and receiving 
feedback in real-time. Blending learning resources with social media can help motivate some learners 
and allow them to get interpretations in a way that they can understand (Dabbagh & Kitsantas, 2012). 
Third, the use of peer-to-peer learning can be effectively used in a managed classroom or lab-based 
training. While using the Leeds Beckett University as an example, students with slower progress can 
be offered special sessions with not more than four students per session. Students can learn by reading 
learning online materials and reflecting their progress to the peers and tutor and tutor explain to them 
for any questions. Students can also learn from their peers when their peers make faster progress. The 
encouragement from peers can motivate desire for learning. The tutor then plays a central role to 
provide feedback, motivate learners and stimulate them for the subsequent level of learning more 
challenging tasks. In this way, the tutor can conduct Level 1–4 of the effective e-learning introduced 
in Fig. 3 (Alexander and Cosgrove, 1995 and Alexander, 2001). 

Organizational issues should also be well reflected and properly managed before problems can be 
escalated to the higher levels. First, the management buy-in is required to ensure that all plans have 
been well supported by the senior management. Second, there is resistance to use new technologies 
and new policies. Ali, Zhou, Miller, and Ieromonachou, (2016) explain ways that lead to IT resistance 
and suggest recommendations to reduce this risk by involving users with staff training and ensuring 
they have made progress through techniques such as interactive learning. Different organizations may 
use e-learning for different purposes. Third, staff training is important for a high percentage of 
organizations since employees are required to keep their knowledge up-to-date and become familiar 
in using new services. In fast-paced services such as security for information management, 
organizations are required to plan ahead. A large scale surveys on security have been conducted with 
220 responded out of 400 IT managers and professionals, whereby staff training have consisted 17% 
of the spending and investment in security (Chang, Ramachandran, Yao, Kuo, & Li, 2016). In their 
survey results, there are more than 50 respondents replying that their organizations will invest in £1 
million and above their upgrading their security equipment, software and services. This is applicable 
to e-learning that all resources, data and personal details of learners, tutors and sponsors should be 
safeguarded and protected. Organizations that will invest more in staff training should be aware of 
upgrading their services and checking all their resources have been secure and protected. Fourth, the 
four-level model of adopting interactive learning can be adapted from the Alexander's model in Fig. 3, 
since this model can improve the collaboration between learners themselves and between learners and 
tutors, apart from the previous evidences (Alexander and Cosgrove, 1995, Alexander, 2001 and 
Chang, 2015) that the four-level model is easy to implement. Organizations can find it more 
acceptable to adopt interactive learning and use different varieties in Table 3 and Table 4 according to 
their own selections, so that MOOCs can be conducted at any time. The emphasis is to apply any 
knowledge they use at workforce to product greater impacts to organizations rather than revise for 
examinations. 

3. Discussion 
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Since e-learning, particularly interactive learning, plays an important role in staff development and 
learning for academia and industry, case studies will be presented to demonstrate the effectiveness for 
training and teaching. This section presents two major topics for discussion to demonstrate impacts 
and contributions offered by interactive learning. The first topic is about how to use interactive 
learning with different types of emphasis and variations for academia and industry. The second major 
topic is the summary of case studies in selected universities and organizations. The third topic is the 
discussion about future direction in the adoption of interactive learning. 

3.1. How to balance the use of interactive learning techniques for industry and academia 
This section describes how to balance the use of interactive learning techniques for industry and 

academia since the emphasis and orientations can be different. Referring to Table 3, webcasts, 
presentation sequences and Scavenger hunts are the common grounds for all types of learning, since 
all the learners should be able to download webcasts and watch them. They will be able to search 
information they require to know such as the use of Google and any online resources. They need to be 
able to express their thoughts, learning experience and research findings well. Learners should be 
able to articulate their work in a way that is acceptable to both industry and academia. 

3.1.1. Industry 
How interactive learning in Table 3 can be useful to industry is described as follows. Practical 

skills relevant and effective to the job with better performances are the expected goals for the majority 
of staff training (Guzzo and Dickson, 1996 and Janssen and Van Yperen, 2004). Hence, there is an 
emphasis with the practical skill training. For example, when high-tech machineries has been 
purchased to a manufacturing organization to increase productivity by 20% a day, all the production 
line staff need to undergone training to ensure that they are proficient in the use of the machinery and 
feel confident and comfortable to use machineries like expert users to reduce the percentage of errors 
they have made and improve the productivity. Similarly, staff in banks can perform more accurate 
audits and more thorough checks with less time and less effort to double check. In another example, 
developers can learn new languages and apply them more efficiently to their new projects. 
Developers can utilize or create libraries and functions to make new Application Program Interfaces 
(APIs), so that outputs can be presented quickly and appeared in a way that users can understand 
better about the services since APIs can interact between software and hardware more efficiently and 
directly without executing additional codes. All these examples support that Drilled-and-practice 
activities, hands-on activities and team design are common and suitable for these types of training. In 
developer workshops that core programming skills are aimed for improvement due to the running of 
simulations and experiments, then virtual laboratories and learning games are required to make that 
happen. 

There are also other types of training that involve with knowledge update to allow employees to 
know about something new or learn something outside their main area of expertise. The main reason 
is due to the multi-disciplinary nature of the subject and the fast-pace of the area of investigation such 
as security and privacy, whereby funding has been awarded to interdisciplinary research projects 
(ESRC, 2016). In order to ensure both developers and legal experts understand each other's concerns, 
training has been provided to achieve mutual understanding. For examples, developers can learn laws, 
regulations and policies about their businesses and business partners since they can identify the 
difference between the US, UK and Europe towards privacy and data protection laws. Similarly, 
lawyers can learn about the impacts of ICT to legal challenges to ensure that both lawyers are 
equipped with the knowledge about IT and privacy laws. This type of training that is focused on 
knowledge based discussion without hands-on experience, then brainstorming, case studies and 
group critiques are essential to allow discussion and interactions between different peers. 
Role-playing scenarios can help motivate the team morale and ensure all the participants can be 
engaged in the learning activities. 

3.1.2. Academia 
Training in academia has been involved with the similar types of training as industry: skill-based 

learning and knowledge-based learning. Skill-based learning can help employees in academia to 
equip with the up-to-date skills and ensure they are familiar and confident to perform their tasks more 
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efficiently and accurately. Similarly, knowledge-based training can allow employees to be ready with 
the latest development and theory on the topics of their interests. However, there is an another type of 
staff training focused on strengthening employees' research skills, since scientists need to conduct 
independent and advanced research as if they are experienced researchers (Creswell, 2013 and 
Bryman and Bell, 2015). According to Creswell (2013), researchers need to learn the mixed method 
approaches including qualitative and quantitative skills. These skills will involve with data analysis, 
programming, logical interpretation, presentation, surveys, case studies, interviews and academic 
writing. In general, research skills will need to adopt guided research and guided analysis as the main 
method of using interactive learning, with occasional use of brainstorming, case studies, virtual 
laboratories and hands-on activities to ensure that scientists can be fully independent to identify 
problems, design hypotheses, set experiments, collect results, interpret results and present what they 
have done. 

3.2. Case studies 
Selected five case studies from the academia and industry have been presented to show examples 

how to balance the use of interactive learning with their impacts. 
3.2.1. Royal Bank of Scotland 
Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) introduced e-learning in 1999 and opened a new Training and 

Communication Network (TCN) to offer new staff training. RBS was reported to save millions of 
staff training since their employees could learn at any time and at anywhere without the need to book 
accommodation and travel (Morrison, 2003). Employees were reported to have their learning 
efficiency, morale and motivation up. However, RBS has undergone a period of downsizing due to 
their poor performance since Year 2008. According to Business Case Studies (2015), RBS still 
invests in staff training since it helps their businesses stay competitive. Their employees can attend 
more training and courses to ensure their skills are up-to-date and have better competency in the use 
of IT for providing a better quality of services. They have adopted Level 3 and 4 learning to all their 
staff training to ensure that their trainers can double check their employees are competent with their 
new skills and employees feel the sense of achievement after completing their training. Although 
RBS does not use the term interactive learning, their training sessions have the elements of interactive 
learning since all the employees are actively engaged in the learning process and they need to 
demonstrate how to make theory into practice. The impacts can be enormous for the organization 
since all the employees are well-quipped with the skills and knowledge they need to improve their 
business performance. 

3.2.2. SAP and Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) 
SAP has been used as an effective platform for businesses to provide them agility and the 

efficiency to complete tasks. Using SAP can allow each employee to work on related projects and 
understand the work-in-progress in other units. For examples, sales team can know the outputs of 
their recent products from product development team, number of supplies available each week from 
their suppliers and the cash flow of their products from all the sales agents and merchandizers. In this 
way, the use of SAP can interact with colleagues in other departments. SAP has been popular in Small 
and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) with similar cases since SMEs can effectively communicate their 
colleagues, suppliers, vendors and merchandizers at the same time. Thus, training is essential for 
employees to allow them to understand the business concepts and strategies set by SAP. Chang (2013) 
conducts research on how SMEs use SAP for their businesses and investigates the extents of return 
and risk in the adopting of SAP. All the SMEs involved have used interactive learning to ensure all 
the staff members are familiar with the processes, functions, products and transactions involved, 
particularly when they perform live orders and transactions with the other party. Each employee 
interacts with other business units and understands the progress of their work while being handled by 
other units or merchandizers. Interactive learning takes place in the form of teleconferencing to 
discuss with partners about their sales orders. Other forms of team designs, brainstorming, virtual 
laboratories and hands-on activities based on Table 3 will be required to make interactive learning as 
smoothly delivered as possible. It is more popular in SMEs since there is a higher tendency for each 
employee to get involved in the work outside their units (Delmar, Davidsson, & Gartner, 2003). 
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3.2.3. University of Cambridge 
University of Cambridge has started their e-learning consultancy services dated back in 2001, 

when the Center of Applied Research and Educational Technology (CARET) has established as well 
as the Cambridge Programme for Industry (CPI) has offered training courses for industry. 
Interdisciplinary services have been set up to offer part-time and distance learning courses, improve 
the quality of teaching and learning, increase the revenue and ensure all learners have the 
opportunities to use the quality services offered by CARET (Chang, 2015). CARET has become the 
University's main service provider for education and learning and has produced Sakai based virtual 
learning environments (VLEs) for students and staff. Students can understand complex concepts in a 
short period of time since they can learn the principles of natural sciences through watching the 
videos and simulations which can explain all the processes, ingredients, science principles and results. 
Students can grasp their level understanding in a shorter period of time and can use the ‘additional 
time’ to learn other new skills. Interactive learning can accelerate this process since both 
technology-based learning and trainers can point out the areas they do not do well and focus on the 
training on areas of weaknesses. This is the same for all industrial attendees since they can practice 
their new knowledge and rehearse several times. The use of interactive learning can ensure all the 
learners can identify where their mistakes are, have the opportunities to correct them and rehearse 
until they can fully grasp the new skill. 

3.2.4. University of Greenwich 
Chang and Wills (2013) report that the supply chain teaching at the University of Greenwich can be 

delivered by Cloud Computing, which can be further established into Education as a Service (EaaS) 
to blend different learning activities together and effectively deliver them to ensure that all students 
can improve their learning, and satisfaction of the learning experience. EaaS has adopted the 
interactive learning and has enhanced the qualities for both technologies and trainers. In other words, 
the technologies can provide more up-to-date information in real-time and trainers have a deep 
knowledge to explain all types of the live changes. This can motivate students since they can see the 
real issues in place and explanations associated with them. They have demonstrated the use of supply 
chain services and report that there is an overall 15% improvement in learning satisfaction. Chang, 
Walters, and Wills, (2016) then investigate further on the impact of EaaS offered to two focus groups 
of students receiving their supply chain Cloud lessons through interactive learning over a period of 
one year. The results show two interesting observations. The first focus group has acknowledged the 
positive learning experience with an average of 15% improvement on learning satisfaction. The 
second focus group has commented that the delivery has exceeded their expectations. However, they 
have set very high expectations for the following years. Realistic goals have to be set, negotiated and 
agreed for the following delivery. The metrics and data analysis also suggest there is a high 
consistency among all datasets and a good quality of data. Investigations in 2013 and 2015 have 
provided the positive feedback that interactive learning has been effective in teaching supply chain 
Cloud for students. 

3.2.5. Leeds Beckett University 
Leeds Beckett University has offered MSc in Business Intelligence for postgraduate students to 

train them to be business or data analysts. Students can learn how to use SAS platform to create report, 
graphs, charts, workflows, analytics and visualization. They can connect to the Cloud servers and 
work directly on the Cloud services seamlessly without the need to know the complexity behind the 
scene. Students can import collected datasets into SAS, which can be saved in the Cloud and then 
transformed the datasets in a way that can be read, processed and analysed by SAS. Students can 
present their outputs in data analytics and visualization and feel confident that they get sufficient 
training as a junior data analyst (Alsufyani & Chang, 2015). Interactive learning has been effectively 
used to ensure that students can keep their progress up-to-date, their programming and IT skills can 
be improved on the weekly basis and regular feedback has been given to students to ensure they can 
revise areas that require their attention. Students find that there is an improvement in their learning 
outcomes. Learning satisfaction before and after the use of interactive learning has been measured 
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and there is a 20% increase in their learning satisfaction in 2015. Thus, interactive learning has been 
very well delivered in higher education and training for data analysts. 

3.3. Future directions 
Future directions with e-learning services for industry and academia are as follows. First, the 

combined effort from interactive learning and technology-based learning can be managed and 
delivered more effectively to ensure that the learners' progress can be checked and monitored, so that 
learners can understand their weaknesses and areas that need to pay more attention. Any 
technological based learning, without the learners receiving feedback and support, will have less 
impact to their learning outcome. Second, the rise of Cloud Computing and Emerging Services can 
modernize the quality of learning to the next level, since learners can have better access to facilities 
and resources that they can expect to analyse the data and make sense of the data they have collected 
within seconds and minutes, by the use of analytics, visualization and easy-to-use interactive 
functions offered to the learners. Although MOOCs are designed for flexible learning, more 
structured ways to blend with interactive learning and Level 3 and 4 of learning interactions 
(Alexander and Cosgrove, 1995 and Alexander, 2001) between tutors and learners as shown in Fig. 3. 
Only when the instructors have established special work relationships with students and have the 
experience to lead students into Level 3 and 4 of interactive learning, students can demonstrate 
satisfactory learning satisfactions. Third, interactive learning can be adapted to different types of 
groups of learners and ensure learners always follow the weekly requirements on time, even by 
offline and online tutorial work. Learners should ensure they can rehearse a new skill several times 
until they can master the skill in the absence of tutors, who then guide the learners at the particular 
check points and ensure learners can acquire the skill through action research and learning by action. 
In other words, even if there are better facilities and technologies used in learning activities, if tutors 
do not convey the expectations for learners to follow (such as rehearse new skills) and convey 
instructions on how to check learners progress to provide feedback as well as learners take initiatives 
to be engaged in the process of learning, it will not make much difference. This is identical to Level 4 
of learning that both learners and tutors are prepared to put in effort for each other and commit to raise 
their benchmark after each round of learning process. This recommendation is applicable to both 
industry and academia, although the appropriate emphasis and varieties of interactive learning 
activities should be adapted. 

Additionally, emerging services that can integrate with blended learning and technologies will be 
recommended, since learners can have a better access to different resources, take responsibilities in 
their learning, make advantage of technology that can make search of information and presentation of 
complex concepts much easier and a better access to tutors. Instructors can play a more influential 
role as advisers to provide guidance rather than coaches to instruct all the times. With the use of 
emerging services that combines Cloud Computing, Big Data and Internet of Things, complex 
simulations in biological science, business intelligence, natural science, operations in machineries, 
software and service-oriented functions can be presented in a way that learners can find it easier to 
comprehend and acquire in their learning. Learners can repeat the simulations and learning resources 
such as videos several times until they can grasp the knowledge and they can rehearse as many times 
as they feel confident and comfortable to apply their new skills to the workforce, or apply their new 
knowledge for their research and publications. In this way, the use of emerging services can enhance 
the learning experience and satisfaction for learners and trainers. 

4. Conclusion and future work 
This paper illustrates a high level review and discussion of e-learning for academia and industry. 

Related work and literature have been presented to ensure that all types of learning activities can be 
blended together. Advantages and disadvantages of e-learning have been discussed, including the 
discussion about interactive learning, which takes the form of self-directed e-learning and the 
presence of trainers to check the learners' progress. Learning activities and varieties for interactive 
learning have been presented in Table 3 and Table 4. Better outcomes of learning are expected since 
interactive learning can ensure learners meet their expected level of competency and receive feedback 
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from trainers to improve learning performance. Interactive learning can blend with emerging services 
such as MOOCs to help learners stay focused, work towards goals at different stages, receive 
feedback and encouragement to stay positive. 

A variety of methods to conduct interactive learning has been discussed since the appropriate 
levels of emphasis and varieties are useful for different types of organizations. To demonstrate the 
effectiveness of interactive learning, five successful examples of interactive learning have been 
presented. Positive impacts have been reported in RBS, SMEs using SAP, University of Cambridge, 
University of Greenwich and Leeds Beckett University. Interactive learning can help learners achieve 
their goals, have improved rates of learning satisfaction and can ensure employees are equipped with 
the latest skills and knowledge to complete their tasks better and quicker with more efficiency. All 
detailed descriptions support different emphasis of delivering interactive learning can be adopted for 
academia and industry. Our future work will include conducting large scale surveys on interactive 
learning to investigate the extents of positive impacts to different types of organizations and use 
quantitative analysis to validate our research contributions. 
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Abstract. Discussions about the opening of science to society have led to the emergence of new 
fields such as sustainability science and transformative science. At the same time, the megatrend of 
stakeholder participation reached the academic world and thus scientific research processes. This 
challenges the way science is conducted and the tools, methods and theories perceived appropriate. 
Although researchers involve stakeholders, the scientific community still lacks comprehensive 
theoretical analysis of the practical processes behind their integration – for example what kind of 
perceptions scientists have about their roles, their objectives, the knowledge to gather, their 
understanding of science or the science-policy interface. Our paper addresses this research gap by 
developing four ideal types of stakeholder involvement in science − the technocratic, the functionalist, 
the neoliberal-rational and the democratic type. In applying the typology, which is based on literature 
review, interviews and practical experiences, we identify and discuss three major criticisms raised 
towards stakeholder involvement in science: the legitimacy of stakeholder claims, the question 
whether bargaining or deliberation are part of the stakeholder involvement process and the question 
of the autonomy of science. Thus, the typology helps scientists to better understand the major critical 
questions that stakeholder involvement raises and enables them to position themselves when 
conducting their research. 

Keywords: Sustainability science; Stakeholder involvement typology; Energy transition; 
Transformative research. 

1. Introduction: stakeholder involvement in sustainability science 
The involvement of stakeholders into science is an expanding trend in an increasing number of 

research areas, especially in those that besides their technological dimension touch societal, 
economic and political interests.1 Due to the complexity of such fields like i.e. the energy transition,2 
the scientific community felt the need to go beyond conventional scientific methods by incorporating 
non-academic actors’ views and knowledge in their research through stakeholder involvement.3 The 
concept that is common in the economic realm (mainly to deal with Corporate Social Responsibility 
strategies) or the political realm (i.e. in decision-making processes) has thus been integrated into the 
broader science environment and especially into new scientific fields such as sustainability science 
[60], [19], [66], [54], [87], [56] and [120], transformative research4[101], [113], [24] and [22] and 
transition research [62], [36], [37], [70] and [75]. These new fields incorporate a broad array of 
concepts like post-normal-science [35], mode-2 science [40], mode-3 science [101] or citizen science 
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[53] and [31] as well as transdisciplinary [51], [8], [23], [103], [10], [55] and [83] and participatory 
research strategies [57], [59], [5], [97], [102], [42] and [96].5 

In this context, the main objective of stakeholder involvement is to tackle the “complexity, 
uncertainty, and multiplicity of values” and perceptions on controversial issues such as the energy 
transition, or mitigation and adaptation to climate change by combining “expert assessments with 
problem framings of the lay public” ([58]: 181). Lang et al. [67] refer to objectives of stakeholder 
involvement by saying that sustainability issues need “the constructive input from various 
communities of knowledge” − here described as scientists from different disciplines and 
non-academic-actors − to include “essential knowledge from all relevant disciplines and actor groups 
related to the problem” as well as allowing for the incorporation of “goals, norms, and visions”. 
Particularly the involvement of citizens is linked to discussions on challenging existing 
epistemologies of science and assessment of knowledge production and knowledge validity ([107]: 
116). Welp et al. ([116]: 170) describe stakeholder involvement in science as the “structured 
communication processes linking scientists with societal actors such as representatives of companies, 
NGOs, governments and the wider public”, called “science-based stakeholder dialogues”.6 A more 
pragmatic branch of stakeholder participation engages with the development and implementation of 
methods and participatory tools intended to support sustainability learning and the transformation of 
agents through “effective interfaces between knowledge and action” ([50]: 379; [21]: 64).” 

This implies that transformative research does not focus on “intrinsic” scientific discussions, but 
on solving “extrinsic” societal problems ([106]: 180). Weingart and Maasen ([73]: 2) speak of a 
“democratisation of expertise”, whereas Gibbons ([39]: 161), Nowotny [84] and Nowotny et al. [85] 
call for the creation of “socially robust knowledge” through combining research capabilities with 
other institutions, actors and practices which are relevant for the transition to take place. 
Schneidewind et al. ([100]: 134) add that to generate system, target and transformation knowledge in 
transformative science, the latter has to integrate “context- and experience knowledge of relevant 
actors”. Hayn et al. [49] organize stakeholder input on three different levels: on the analytical level, 
stakeholders bring in system knowledge through their practical experience; on a normative level they 
add orientation knowledge through their opinions; and on the operative level they incorporate target 
knowledge and transformation knowledge by working on solutions with their own set of resources 
and motivations. Glicken [41] divides knowledge into three types: “cognitive, experiential, and 
value-based”, where cognitive knowledge stems from technical experts, experiential knowledge 
comes from people sharing their personal experience and value-based knowledge is related to social 
interests and social values. 

Academic literature describes a wide array of opportunities associated with stakeholder 
involvement – although mostly related to participatory and decision-making processes that concern 
for example the implementation of GHG mitigation measures [63] and [68], global processes of 
change [104] or environmental governance [96], [95] and [3]. Stakeholder involvement is said to 
increase relevance ([105]: 283; [51]: 125; [4]: 387), legitimacy and credibility ([30]: 228; [17]: 8087; 
[105]: 283), ownership ([67]; [105]: 283; [3]: 472), effectiveness ([35]: 755) as well as the (social) 
accountability of research ([116]:171; [40]: 3; [3]: 484ff; [67]; [58]: 182). 

However, criticism can also be found in the literature, mostly concerning the validity and 
credibility of scientific results established through stakeholder involvement ([123]: 4). Concerns 
relate to co-design – the involvement of stakeholders in the definition of research questions and 
designs ([101]: 121ff) – and the co-generation or co-production of knowledge – i.e. the integration of 
societal actors’ bodies of knowledge into the actual research process and related scientific 
findings—([101]: 316; [89]: 269). Pohl et al. ([89]: 271f) identify three major challenges of this 
co-production of knowledge: the challenge of power, the challenge of integration and the challenge of 
sustainability. Related to this, some fear that certain kinds of stakeholder involvement might as well 
threaten the autonomy of science ([106]; [13]: 201; [26]: 14). Brandt et al. ([14]: 7), who define five 
challenges7 of transdisciplinary research projects, criticize that currently there is “no clear set of tools 
required for different process phases or integration of different types of knowledge” as well as little 
“practitioner empowerment”. 
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Since participatory or decision-making processes – i.e. labelled as “policy dialogues” by Welp et al. 
[116]: 172f) – typically do not concentrate on the generation of knowledge, we explicitly do not 
follow these concepts in this article.8 We instead follow the distinction between research processes 
that aim at improving knowledge and evidence and decision-making or management processes as 
proposed by Mackinson et al. ( [74]: 19). While we relate to the approach of Renn and Schweizer 
([95]: 176ff), who developed six concepts of stakeholder and public involvement in risk governance 
based on “philosophies of participation and collective decision making”, we in contrast look at the 
way stakeholder dialogues between science and society are understood by scientists. This perspective, 
that we find important for carrying out scientific work with stakeholders, is so far underrepresented in 
the peer-reviewed literature. 

In this paper, we establish a typology of scientific perspectives on stakeholder involvement. 
Section 2 will briefly outline the methodology behind the typology whereas Section 3 will describe 
the different ideal types we derive. Section 4 shows an example by applying the typology to the field 
of energy transition research. In Section 5, we use our typology to analyze and systematize the 
critique with regard to stakeholder involvement by deriving three continua that enable scientists to 
position themselves. We conclude by pointing out the critical choices for scientists that arise from this 
analysis in Section 6. 

2. Methodology 
Depending on the perspective one takes, stakeholder involvement practices and the difficulties and 

critical choices they entail, differ substantially. In order to show this, we establish a typology of ideal 
types of scientific perspectives on stakeholder involvement. Though in practice there might only be 
hybrid forms, the development of ideal types has a long tradition in sociological studies. They serve 
as a research heuristic that stresses and exaggerates distinctive characteristics of a group of cases to 
disentangle different categories ([61]: 83). 

In order to develop our types of stakeholder involvement in science, we apply five criteria of 
differentiation: 

1 Role of the scientist: The perception on which role the scientist should take (and in relation to that 
also the stakeholder) differs widely. This also relates to the question of the autonomy of science (see 
for example [116]: 180).9 

2 Objectives: The reasons why a scientist would want to work with stakeholders are 
diverse—ranging from increasing impact on real world issues to getting insider information or 
increasing legitimacy (see for example [95]: 176).10 

3 Kind of knowledge: Scientists seek to gather different kinds of knowledge when involving 
stakeholders. Based on other differentiations such as cognitive, experimental and political knowledge 
( [41]: 301f) or system, orientation as well as target- and transformation knowledge ([101]: 42ff, 69ff), 
we structure the kinds of knowledge that scientists can integrate into their research along the range of 
pure data, information, assessments and normative values.11 

4 Understanding of science: Scientists have different understandings of good or appropriate 
science including not only tools and methods, but also epistemic and philosophical questions ( [114]: 
53ff). Is science a detached system dealing with self-referential questions or does science serve 
societal needs? Can science be neutral and objective or does it mirror societal developments and 
conflicts? 

5 Science-policy interface: The role and impact scientists have – or expect to have – on political 
decision-making, and hence their perceptions of the societal responsibility of science, strongly imply 
how stakeholders are involved in the research process. 

We use the above mentioned criteria to derive a typology based on literature and practical 
experiences with stakeholder dialogues in climate change and energy transition research.14 The latter 
stem from our own work12 and from interviews with practitioners that involve stakeholders in their 
research projects.13 
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3. Stakeholder involvement typology for scientists 
Sections 3.1–3.4 describe four ideal types of stakeholder involvement in science – the technocratic, 

the functionalist, the neoliberal-rational and the democratic type. Section 4 applies the typology to the 
field of energy transition research in order to illustrate the different types with specific examples. 

3.1. Technocratic type 
The technocratic type’s main objective when involving ‘expert-stakeholders’ ( [44]; [117]: 5) is to 

improve the scientific research process by broadening the extent of available information. The role of 
the stakeholder is to provide issue-specific, objective and falsifiable information that fits into the 
classical way science is conducted according to philosophers of science such as Popper [91]. Thus, 
the technocratic view shares certain important characteristics with the literature on expert interviews 
([92]: 118ff).15 If lay people are involved in research processes, it is only indirectly as a source of 
data ([29]: 293f). They do not provide information themselves – e.g. the interpretation of this data – 
but lend it to scientists who then use it to extract what they consider is relevant for their research ([29]: 
298f, [30]: 227). 

The impact of stakeholders on science is thus relatively limited in the sense that stakeholder 
involvement is expected to feed in additional data and information, but not to define or transform the 
research question or process. The ontological difference between scientists that play an active part in 
research, and relatively passive stakeholders involved directly (if experts) or indirectly (if lay people), 
is greatest in this view. Scientists determine all the elements of the research process autonomously, 
including the ways in which stakeholders are involved. Consequently, the scientific sovereignty of 
interpretation, or the primacy of science, is kept throughout the research process. 

The kind of knowledge that is to be generated by stakeholder involvement is defined from a purely 
scientific angle. Thus, research questions are derived from intra-scientific debates and controversies 
rather than societal needs. Consequently, research questions typically focus on the technological 
dimension of transformation processes rather than on cultural or institutional problems, which are 
more closely linked to research on implementation ( [99]: 83ff). Stakeholders are involved only on an 
analytical level, providing data and information rather than assessments and normative evaluations. 
Moreover, since technocratic research is often based on a linear concept of knowledge transfer [9], it 
tends to neglect questions of implementation and societal impact like the social robustness of the 
knowledge it generates. Such a relatively narrow concept of scientifically relevant knowledge is in 
part due to the understanding of the science–policy interface put forward by the technocratic type. In 
discussions on scientific consultation in policy or decision-making processes, it is often 
circumscribed by the idea of “speaking truth to power” ( [90]: 10f) and emphasizes ethical neutrality 
and technical advice. Science and policy-making are conceived of as separate fields that are not 
intertwined. Rather, scientific findings are expected to inform policy processes and provide the 
foundation for policy measures. How these findings can become relevant in the sphere of politics is, 
however, not discussed in this context. From a technocratic perspective, this is a question that is to be 
addressed by politicians or activists, but of no immediate interest to science. 

3.2. Neoliberal-rational type 
The neoliberal-rational type understands knowledge as “merely a ‘hook’ on which interests hang 

their case” ([93]: 173). He thus acknowledges the existence of interest and power in science-society 
interfaces and understands stakeholder participation as a tool for both groups to impose their 
perceptions and interests on each other. Stakeholders – such as lobby groups or individuals 
advocating for their specific organizational, individual or political interests – try to channel their 
views directly into the research process and indirectly into a public discourse or the political arena. 
Furthermore, stakeholders are interested in getting legitimacy for certain positions through the 
“objectivity”16 often claimed by or attached to science ([110]: 297ff). Scientists on the other hand are 
understood as conscious about the differing interests and thus are able to use only the knowledge or 
information they find valid or interesting ([52]: 210). Following this understanding, the 
neoliberal-rational type's objective to involve stakeholders is to efficiently obtain data or knowledge 
he needs for further research. Both stakeholder and scientist are aware of the mentioned mechanisms 
and try to use them for their own purposes. Scientists might also want to channel their results into 
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projects and decision-making processes to ensure impact or application of their research. Another 
motivation for the neoliberal-rational type of scientist to involve stakeholders is the perception of an 
increased chance of being funded by public authorities that support stakeholder involvement ( [99]: 
178). 

The kind of knowledge scientists try to derive from stakeholder involvement depends on the 
specific discipline, task and methods applied. Knowledge is not bound to pure data or information, 
but can also include system, normative and creation knowledge. The phase where stakeholders are 
involved is not restricted. They might already be part of the negotiating phase between funding 
partners and scientists. The science-policy interface is thus seen as a “battlefield” where both groups 
follow their specific interests and bargain about all possible aspects, i.e defining the research question, 
methods, wording, boundary conditions for modelling exercises, scenarios, possible take-outs, 
messages and interpretation of the results and communication. The roles of scientists and 
stakeholders and their respective influence on the research process are not pre-defined in the 
neoliberal “bargaining” concept of stakeholder involvement. Although scientists are expected to have 
a slightly greater impact on the research process, no ontological difference between the two groups of 
actors is detected (each has their own interest and wants to succeed). In a sense, scientists are 
themselves stakeholders who have personal agendas ( [16]: 10). These ontological foundations relate 
to basic assumptions of game theory ([81]: 155), where rational individuals seek to maximise their 
utility defined by individual preferences. The understanding of science in the neoliberal sense relates 
to more relativistic concepts of science such as e.g. Feyerabend [28]. As there are no general rules 
which scientific reasoning and methods are appropriate, there is no single “right” way to do science. It 
depends on the actors’ perceptions and constellations. 

A characteristic framing of this neoliberal-rational perspective is the notion of “win–win 
situations” which explicitly acknowledges the win-lose taxonomy in a positive way. In the 
neoliberal-rational view, this behaviour is not perceived normatively (good or bad) but as “natural” or 
“rational”. This relates to the rational choice paradigm [27] and [20] after which individuals as well as 
organizations are perceived as rational actors that have fixed preferences and strive for optimal 
choices with regard to these preferences ([38]: 496; [15]). The group politics approach sees scientific 
controversies as the result of the pluralist bargaining on the political marketplace by different kinds of 
actors [76]. Following that perspective, stakeholder involvement is just another arena for actors such 
as governmental bodies, individual citizens, economic, social and environmental interest groups and 
different kinds of scientists to carry out the battle of power and authority. 

3.3. Functionalist type 
The functionalist type is based on an understanding of society as consisting of autonomous social 

spheres, or systems as introduced by Niklas Luhmann [71] and [65]17 and further developed by a 
number of scholars with regards to social coordination processes [108], [12], [34], [78] and [79]. It 
takes a social-constructivist perspective and presumes that modern society is predominantly 
differentiated into functional subsystems such as the economic, the political, the legal or the science 
system that are defined by the kind of relevance criteria – or codes – along which the world is 
observed. 

From a functionalist perspective, stakeholder involvement has the objective to irritate the science 
system with other social perspectives and relevance criteria in order to trigger learning processes that 
can make science more sensitive for societal problems ( [121]: 25, [122]: 333). However, these 
self-reflective processes can only be induced, but never enforced. Hence, stakeholder involvement is 
perceived as an opportunity or random generator that may, by chance, change the research process.18 
In order to generate occasions of irritation, functionalist scientists attempt to integrate ‘representative 
stakeholders’ of different societal logics, e.g. from the economic or political systems or civil society 
organizations. Stakeholders are typically involved in all stages of the research process in order to 
increase the probability that change takes place. However, this never guarantees that stakeholders’ 
perspectives are well-reflected and adequately incorporated into the research process. 

With regard to the understanding of science, this type suggests that the science system consists of 
all communication that observes the world through the lens of truth – e.g. if an observation can be 
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regarded as true or false according to certain theories or methods, which in Luhmann’s terms would 
form the contingent ‘programme’ of the science system. 19 Compared to the other types, the 
functionalist has a completely different view on the pre-described roles of scientist and stakeholder 
since he emphasizes communication over actors. He does not care who observes the world, but only 
looks at how it is observed (whether communication is considered scientific or not). The kind of 
knowledge that stakeholders provide is always related to their respective mode of observation, i.e. 
depending on the systemic relevance criteria the stakeholders use. 

However, as stakeholders such as politicians, businessmen or civil society activists typically act as 
‘representatives’ of certain social systems, they tend to observe events from a political (power/no 
power), economic (payments/no payments) or moral (just/unjust) rather than a scientific perspective 
(true/false). As such, these observations are merely ‘noise’ to science, unspecified communication 
that does not (yet) make sense in scientific terms. As science generates ‘order’ from stakeholders’ 
‘noise’ by transforming stakeholders’ statements into a scientific kind of information, substantial 
characteristics of their original meaning might get lost. Consequently, a functionalist attaches 
relatively low legitimacy to the original stakeholder input. It is this tension between irritation 
potential and scientific re-interpretation that describes the opportunities and limitations that 
stakeholder involvement generates from a functionalist perspective. In the strict sense, the 
science–policy interface does not exist from this perspective, since science and politics generate 
meaning in very different and incommensurable ways. There can be no easy, immediate and 
substantial exchange or coordination across these different systems, but coordination can be achieved 
indirectly and probabilistically. Stakeholder involvement is a tool to enhance the probability that 
self-reflective processes are triggered, especially if they follow a so-called “irritation design” ( [78]: 
15f, [79]: 24) that takes into account the social, temporal and factual dimensions of system-specific 
meaning ([72], [80]: 3f). 

For stakeholder involvement, this means that scientists should first consider which kind of actors 
have the greatest impact on the focal system, be it the science or the political system (social 
dimension), for example because they provide relevant insider information or are especially affected 
by the research questions. Second, scientists should think about the way statements need to be framed 
in order to become relevant or “readable” ([34], [80]: 4) in the focal system—for example by 
explicitly linking opinions to ethical debates that are well-anchored in scientific or political debates 
(factual dimension). Third, good timing is essential and needs to take into account the temporal 
structures of different systems, e.g. the length of review processes in science, election periods in 
politics, quarterly statements in the economy or rapid changes in societies due to salient events. 

3.4. Democratic type 
For the democratic type, stakeholder dialogues have the objective to integrate actors in society that 

are touched by a (complex) transformation or sustainability matters ( [112]: 232ff; [101]: 314ff) into 
the research process. Especially through the participation of lay people, science can create legitimacy 
for itself, thus allowing “for the development of a genuine and effective democratic element in the life 
of science” ([35]: 740f). 

From a democratic viewpoint, extending stakeholder dialogues from experts and scientists to civil 
society can enhance the quality of the research results ([105]: 283). Concerning the kind of 
knowledge, instead of only taking data and scientific observations into account, subjective 
probabilities, science- and knowledge-based opinions and ideas are integrated into the research 
process. Also, networks and relationships are of great importance. Wiek ( [118]: 55) defines this 
process as collaborative research, where “scientists and local experts not only exchange relevant 
information but jointly generate (new) knowledge on the basis of their scientific as well as local 
expertise (joint research).” 

By opening all levels of the process to stakeholders, e.g. from the definition of the research 
questions (“Co-Design”,20[101]: 121ff, 182, 211, 314ff) to answering them (“Co-Production”), 
socially robust knowledge is created ([85]: 166) to achieve a “democratization of expertise” ([73]: 53). 
Tàbara ([107]: 114) describes a process of knowledge-building that is “co-decided, co-produced and 
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co-validated in partnership, by knowledge holders in different social-ecological contexts” to allow for 
social learning that can “meet the pressing challenge of sustainability” ([21]: 62). 

Besides the impact on the way science as such is conducted, the democratic type also looks at the 
political implications of stakeholder involvement in science. He argues that stakeholder dialogues are 
used to improve scientists' policy recommendations and make them more relevant since they reflect a 
broader range of interests from different stakeholder groups in society.21 Hence, stakeholder 
involvement is seen as a means to improve the interconnection and exchange processes between 
science and politics, alas the science–policy interface. Through this transdisciplinary approach [118], 
[25] and [67] stakeholder dialogues can help bridge the gap between science and society and allow 
science to adapt to modern complexity [9]. 

To be able to fully make use of this instrument, scientists have to approach stakeholders at eye level 
([105]: 283), fostering a dialogue that reflects on their own and on stakeholder’s roles. Relating to 
Habermas’ discourse ethics, the democratic type believes that true and valid communication can be 
achieved if certain rules are adhered to in a dialogue: actors should for example have free access and 
participate with equal rights implying a power neutrality through the “absence of coercion” ( [46]: 31) 
and avoid strategic communication by disclosing their intentions ([64]: 169). If this is practiced, the 
“force of the better argument” can be dominant ([45]: 198). 

The role of the scientist is to facilitate and moderate the dialogue, bringing together different 
stakeholders from politics, business, research and civil society in an open arena (relating to the 
concept of the transition arena of Rotmans [98] and Loorbach [69]. Scientists have to translate the 
beliefs and languages of the different ‘systems’ while at the same time creating trust and ownership 
for the research process.22 The sense of ownership can foster stakeholders' engagement in the 
process and increase the chance that research results are taken into account by policymakers. The 
established cooperation of stakeholders and scientists enables the researcher to follow the 
implementation of the scientific results and at the same time strengthens the acceptance of political 
measures in society ([105]: 283). Through their active involvement, stakeholders are not merely seen 
as an object of science. 

Stakeholders on the other hand can influence and shape the research process through their 
engagement (or through other forms of (non)-participation: manipulation, therapy, informing, 
consultation, placation, partnership, delegation and citizen control (see Arnsteins’s Ladder [2]). 
Consequently, they play an active role and are typically involved in all stages of the research 
process—from the definition of the research question to the actual implementation of the scientific 
findings and the derived policy recommendations. This underlines the idea that the democratic type 
understands science as a tool to support transformation in society and to ensure representation of all 
people touched by it. 23 

4. Energy transition research through the lens of the typology 
The European Union’s research funding programme Horizon 202024 provides a useful framework 

to explore the different types we discuss here, to understand their implications and to illustrate the 
main controversies arising from each of them when dealing with complex transformations such as the 
energy transition in Europe. The implementation of the societal or political goals to reduce GHG 
emissions and increase the share of renewables in energy production in the near future demands 
scientific research on a large number of technological issues (e.g. smart grids, energy storage or 
energy efficiency in buildings) as well as ‘sociological’ issues such as behavioral changes in 
consumption or mobility that require social acceptance for their success. We briefly describe 
stakeholder involvement strategies in research processes that deal with the transition towards a 
low-carbon society in Table 1. 

The next section presents an outline of the major critical arguments concerning stakeholder 
involvement in scientific processes and applies the typology to these arguments. 

5. Discussion  
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This paper aims at a better understanding of the critique raised against stakeholder involvement in 
science. Following debates in science and society, we identify three major critical topics: First, the 
question of the legitimacy of stakeholders’ claims as input for scientific purposes. Second, there is the 
issue of communication processes that can be perceived as ranging from pure bargaining to 
deliberation addressing the science-policy interface. Related to this is the more encompassing 
question of the challenges stakeholder involvement might pose for the autonomy of science. Using 
our typology as a heuristic tool, we systematize the critical arguments on three respective continua 
( Fig. 1), showing the implications the different types have for stakeholder involvement in science. 

The critique is most strongly directed against the types that are located at one of the ends of the 
respective continua and, accordingly, it is often issued from a perspective located at the opposite end 
of that continuum. The legitimacy of claims differs most strongly from the perspectives of the 
technocratic and the democratic type. When it comes to the question of bargaining vs. deliberation, 
the neoliberal-rational and the democratic type represent the most divergent perspectives. Concerning 
the autonomy of science, the critique stems from a rather technocratic or functionalist understanding 
of science and it is especially directed against the democratic and neoliberal-rational type. 

5.1. Legitimacy of claims 
When analysing scientific literature and our interviews, we find that one of the most contested 

problems is the scientific legitimacy of stakeholder input in the research process. The perception of 
the knowledge that is created through stakeholder involvement in scientific research processes is 
broadly discussed. How much of the knowledge offered by the stakeholder is relevant and thus can be 
used by the scientist (to answer the research questions)—as data, as opinions, as information? How 
strong does the scientist distance himself or herself from the claims. ranging from acknowledging all 
input as honest to looking through the “objective” lens of science? 

On a practical level, the difficulty to differentiate between strategic communication and biased 
information by stakeholders is a major challenge for scientists. But not only stakeholders might use 
strategic communication. Funding organizations or researchers may also emphasize “win-win” 
situations when they want to persuade stakeholders to participate even if their main motivation is the 
democratization of scientific processes. Another critical point discussed in the literature is whether 
the opening of scientific processes to non-academic actors might threaten scientific sovereignty of 
interpretation by challenging intra-disciplinary criteria of knowledge production ([115]: 135). 

On a theoretical level, criticism of the position that scientific knowledge can be described as ‘pure’ 
or objectively true has been formulated from different angles in the social sciences for a long time. To 
mention just a few examples, Foucault retraces the co-constitutive relation between knowledge and 
power ([33]: 27). Feyerabend argues that there can be no universal or definitive criteria for scientific 
methods or theories and that scientific claims are just as valid or invalid as claims from other spheres 
such as antique mythology ([28]: 21, 55ff, 249ff). Constructivist scholars highlight the social 
embeddedness and observer-dependency of all knowledge [7] and [111]. Consequently, the criteria, 
theories or methodologies which define “valid scientific knowledge” are dependent on the scientific 
sub-discipline ([106]: 184). Relating this to stakeholder involvement, the way claims are treated is 
dependent on the researcher’s understanding of science. 

We refer to the critical trade-offs that arise in such situations as legitimacy of stakeholder claims, 
describing the kind of stakeholder knowledge that the scientist uses during the research process and 
how it is used. The continuum reaches from low legitimacy, seeing stakeholder claims as mere noise 
in the Luhmanian sense, to considering all claims to be honest and true (high legitimacy). Adding to 
the kind of knowledge, the continuum thus also describes how strongly scientists distance themselves 
from stakeholder input. 

Applying the four different ideal types to this continuum can help to better understand the critique. 
The functionalist type stands at the far low end, seeing all claims as unspecified ‘noise’ that is 
“senseless” unless transformed to the code of the science system. The technocratic scientist believes 
in the objectivity of science and thus expects stakeholders to provide only data (via lay-people) and 
technical information (via experts). The neoliberal-rational type is characterized by a high legitimacy 
of claims since following the logic of mathematicians like Nash, all players know the rules and act in 
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their best interest. All statements are interest-driven and equally valid (or invalid) and thus interests 
are brought into the research process via inclusion of stakeholder knowledge. The democratic type 
sees all stakeholder claims or input as honest communication and takes them seriously in the research 
process. He thus takes into account data, information, science- and knowledge-based opinions, ideas, 
subjective probabilities, networks and values. Following Habermas' theory of discourse ethics, in a 
perfect speaking situation, there is no strategic communication ( [45]; [64]: 169). 

Considering the critique that stakeholder involvement (or the opening of scientific processes to 
non-academic actors) might pose a threat to scientific sovereignty of interpretation by integrating 
‘un-scientific’ kinds of knowledge and challenging intra-disciplinary criteria of knowledge 
production, the technocrat and the functionalist would agree, whereas the democratic and the 
neoliberal-rational type believe that stakeholder involvement enhances scientific results. According 
to the democratic view, involving stakeholders into the research processes can help to expand the 
perspective of “mainstream science” by incorporating the context-specific knowledge and value 
judgements of those affected by the research. Also, creating solution-oriented knowledge is 
considered a goal ( [67]: 29f). In the case of the neoliberal-rational type, equally legitimate interest 
would positively contribute to the research process. 

5.2. Bargaining vs. deliberation 
Another major criticism of stakeholder involvement in science relates to the question of 

interest-driven vs. deliberative stakeholder communication. How much convergence or divergence 
exits with regard to “operational codes of science and politics” ([52]: 207)? There is a mismatch 
between the positive notion of including the affected and concerned into the former “isolated” 
scientific research process and the perception of stakeholder involvement as another means to 
channel specific economic or political interests into research results. The latter is discussed as 
hampering the “neutrality” of research. Framed differently, this critique addresses the science-policy 
interface and thus the question whether stakeholder involvement supports a democratization process 
in science or allows for implicit or explicit lobbying of powerful actors in another societal area. 

Even if scientists are perceived as conscious concerning the material interest stakeholders have, 
they have to rely on their input in the research process (knowledge mismatch). Stakeholder dialogues 
mostly involve different kinds of actors—ranging from affected citizens to politicians, administration, 
NGOs, companies, consultancies and lobby organizations. Actors need time and resources to 
participate, as well as a strong motivation/interest. As Olson [86] has shown, interest groups in 
democratic societies have very asymmetric chances of organizing themselves and voicing their 
values, interests and concerns. Especially large and dispersed groups such as citizens, tax payers or 
consumers are often unable to form interest groups that match the well-organized interests in society 
of e.g. economic branches ([109]: 737ff). Generally, stakeholder dialogues in science do not involve 
political decision-making, thus we do not further elaborate on possible motives in that field, but make 
one point: influencing the public discourse by labeling and enriching and thus legitimizing specific 
interest-related positions with the “neutrality” and “objectivity” attributed to science could be a 
motivation for stakeholders to participate. 

All this said, the selection bias (concerning who is able and who is willing to take part in a 
stakeholder dialogue and how scientists choose stakeholders) is a main criticism towards stakeholder 
involvement in science. On a more general level, this leads to the question whether stakeholder input 
is understood as part of a deliberative democracy or as part of the bargaining power play of politics. 

Depending on the type of stakeholder involvement in science, the views on this critique differ 
strongly. On the bargaining side, the neoliberal-rational type sees the science-policy interface as a 
“battlefield” where all actors bargain for their interest [81]. Stakeholders can be lobby 
groups/individuals who try to channel their interests into the research process and indirectly into the 
political arena. On the other hand, the scientist tries to influence political decisions. Thus, although 
the neoliberal-rational type understands the process as determined by interest and power, he does not 
perceive it as a threat or danger to science. The functionalist type though is indifferent to both 
bargaining and deliberation since he sees no overlap of the political and the science system. Scientific 
findings might become relevant for politicians if they trigger reflection in the political system through 
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irritation, but that happens only by chance. The technocratic type is slightly closer to deliberation than 
the functionalist, believing that ‘explaining’ the world instead of convincing political actors is the 
right way. This bears the underlying idea that science is objective and scientists ‘speak truth to power’ 
( [90]: 10f). 

The democratic type, following Meadowcroft’s [77] idea of group-based deliberation, lies at the 
deliberative side of the continuum. Here, the scientist aims at the “democratization of expertise” ([74]: 
53) and wants people/groups touched by a transition (or the energy transition) to be represented in the 
research process as well as science to support the (energy) transition. The involvement of 
citizen-stakeholders might remedy the influence on scientific results by powerful and well-organized 
interest groups in society. Another aim is to improve interconnection and exchange processes 
between science and politics. The democratic type understands stakeholder involvement as a way to 
increase relevance, legitimacy and fairness when certain standards are met. From a more pragmatic 
view, the so-called democratization of science may decrease the quality of research results. Following 
our typology, the technocratic and the functionalist type would argue that political goals (e.g. taking 
binding decisions according to opinions, preferences or value judgements based on voting) can not be 
transferred into the scientific realm without fundamentally changing the nature of science. The 
technocratic type would fear that scientific standards are softened, the functionalist would regard 
such a tendency as a creeping process of de-differentiation or re-programming by which 
non-scientific criteria such as social relevance substitute or modify the originally scientific criteria of 
true and false. 

5.3. Autonomy of science 
When designing stakeholder involvement, the question of the integration of stakeholders in the 

research process arises. On a meta-level, this can be summarized as a question of the autonomy or 
primacy of science.25 Should stakeholders already be included in the definition of the research 
questions and design process or is it enough to integrate their knowledge later? Literature on 
stakeholder involvement in science shows that important questions regarding this issue are still far 
from being answered ([82]: 12; [47]: 132; [67]: 35ff). How can the relation of scientific and 
non-scientific knowledge be described [45]? By which scientific or democratic criteria can different 
kinds of stakeholder input in the research process be evaluated? Is the evaluation carried out by 
scientists alone or jointly with the stakeholders? What is the role of the stakeholders: are they 
supposed to provide insights and perspectives that can lighten up the blind spots of science, or are 
they actually doing science themselves? 

In this context, stakeholder involvement concepts are criticized for their understanding of science 
and the science-society relationship they entail ([106]: 180; [114]: 99). With regard to ‘transformative 
science’ [101], Strohschneider ([106]: 184) identifies four central motives that might lead to the 
decline of scientific autonomy and pluralism. The most challenging ones are ‘solutionism’ and 
‘de-differentiation’. The term ‘solutionism’ describes the framing of research topics as practical 
problems that scientists try to solve. Strohschneider argues that a solutionist concept of science, 
which privileges relevant findings over more indirect effects of science (such as basic/foundational 
research) and questions on design and societal impact over understanding, is reductionist. 
De-differentiation means that the sphere of science is no longer regarded as an autonomous societal 
arena that defines its own standards and categories such as the constitution of scientific knowledge or 
the choice of research topics. Rather, there is a tendency to equate scientific problems with problems 
of immediate social relevance. According to Strohschneider, this solutionist understanding of science 
in which epistemic problems are only considered scientifically legitimate if they can be labelled as 
societal problems ([106]: 183), poses a threat to the autonomy of science. 

The typology shows that this critique applies most strongly to the neoliberal-rational and 
democratic type that show a low differentiation of scientists and stakeholders (left end of the 
continuum) and thus low autonomy of science. In the tradition of Feyerabend [28], the understanding 
of science as a separate arena of society with distinct and clear criteria of valid knowledge production, 
as defended by Strohschneider [106], is no longer taken for granted. Consequently, the roles of 
scientists and stakeholders barely differ, and stakeholders have a much higher impact on research. 
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The neoliberal-rational type which relates to the ontological foundation of game theory [81] sees no 
divergence between stakeholder and scientist since they both act as rational utility-maximizers. The 
posed research questions thus do not only depend on epistemic interest, but also on the possibility to 
get research funding or to further one‘s material interests through research. Though on different, more 
morally oriented grounds, the democratic type rejects a differentiation between stakeholders and 
scientists and opts for integrating everyone affected as extensively as possible – from the definition of 
the research question to the structuring of the research ([51]: 125; [105]: 283). The research questions 
are not limited to epistemic interest but aim at offering solutions for socially relevant problems. 

In contrast, both in terms of the involvement of stakeholders in the research process and the 
underlying understanding of science, the technocratic type seems to be closest to a classic 
understanding of science in the tradition of Popper [91] that sees a strong qualitative difference 
between trained scholars and lay stakeholders. The scientist is in charge of the research design and 
merely consults stakeholders if he or she feels they can provide useful data or information. The 
research questions typically deal with intra-scientific debates rather than societal needs. The 
functionalist type also perceives science as an autonomous arena with distinct relevance criteria that 
differ substantially from those of the economic or the political system. As in these more classic 
perspectives on the science-society relationship the motives of ‘solutionism’ and ‘de-differentiation’ 
are rejected, Strohschneider’s critique does not apply to them. 

6. Conclusion  
There is an increasing trend of including stakeholders in research on sustainability or 

transformations like the energy transition. Though frequently used, little theoretical reflection on the 
underlying concepts of stakeholder involvement in science by the practitioners themselves exists so 
far. With the typology described here, this paper tries to fill this research gap by offering a heuristic, 
self-positioning and decision-making tool for stakeholder involvement in scientific research 
processes. The differentiation of four different ideal types linked to the critique that has been voiced 
among practitioners and in the academic literature can help scientists to better understand the 
different concepts of stakeholder involvement and potential pitfalls in designing it. By identifying 
and analysing three major critical topics with our typology – the legitimacy of claims, the idea of 
bargaining versus deliberation and the autonomy of science – we reveal critical choices that every 
scientist involving stakeholders should be aware of, thus giving an impulse for further discussion in 
this field. Our analysis also shows that – even though in literature it is often framed in the notion of 
the “democratic type” – there is no singular concept of stakeholder involvement. With the application 
of our typology to the energy transition, we emphasize one of the major fields where stakeholder 
involvement is strongly used and at the same time link the practical and the theoretical level in the 
discussion. 

The tool presented here can only be an aid of orientation concerning the major critical points of 
stakeholder involvement addressed in this paper. The complexity of societal transitions will keep 
challenging science—especially the question of its autonomy among claims of democratization and 
vested interests and its input between scientific and non-scientific knowledge. 
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Abstract. We introduce here evoText, a new tool for automated analysis of the literature in the 
biological sciences. evoText contains a database of hundreds of thousands of journal articles and an 
array of analysis tools for generating quantitative data on the nature and history of life science, 
especially ecology and evolutionary biology. This article describes the features of evoText, presents 
a variety of examples of the kinds of analyses that evoText can run, and offers a brief tutorial 
describing how to use it. 

Keywords: Text analysis; Digital humanities; Software; Philosophy of science; Philosophy of biology; 
History of science; History of biology; Biology. 

1. Introduction 
What is the nature of science and how has it changed over the past 150 years? What drives 

scientific change, and what accounts for when and why scientists give up cherished views to adopt 
new ones? There are a number of distinct approaches to answering questions of this kind, 
representing divergent ways of understanding the nature and status of particular sciences—or of 
science in general—arising from a variety of disciplines. There are traditional philosophical 
approaches, focusing on the conceptual structure of science, asking questions like what is a scientific 
explanation? or what distinguishes science from pseudoscience? There are sociological approaches, 
focusing on questions like what do scientists actually do on a day-to-day basis? and why do scientists 
make the decisions that they do (is it in pursuit of truth, power, status)? There are also historical 
approaches, detailing moments in the history of a science to say what happened and why. Each 
approach has its benefits and limitations. One trade-off between them pits specificity or depth against 
generality or breadth. Traditional historical approaches, as well as the philosophy of particular 
sciences (biology, physics, etc.), tend to be narrow in focus, detailing a specific moment within a 
particular scientific discipline, while general philosophy of science often sacrifices specificity for 
broader application. It is understandable that many approaches opt for depth rather than breadth: 
attempting breadth generally brings about superficiality and bias. It is difficult to be representative 
when confronted with a body of information too large to absorb, and safer to be comprehensive in a 
small area. 

With the digitization of the scientific literature, a new way of engaging with science is beginning to 
emerge. We, for the first time, have access to digital repositories of hundreds of millions of pages of 
scientific, philosophical, and historical text. These repositories open up opportunities to examine, on 
a broad scale, how science happens. Unfortunately, however, there is a lack of tools for studying this 
corpus of texts in a rigorous way that would produce statistically significant results. Much of the 
focus has been on producing ways of discovering articles (e.g., Google Scholar) or digitizing material 
that has not previously been available (e.g., the Darwin Online project (van Whye, 2002) or the 
Einstein Papers Project (2014)). 

We introduce here a powerful new tool, evoText, which provides a window into science that will 
allow for broad scale quantitative study of the science journal literature—it is thus a way of retaining 
breadth without becoming superficial or subject to the biases inherent in manually working through 
large sets of texts. By combining algorithms developed in the sciences and digital humanities with a 
corpus of science journals, evoText will allow for the study of science in a way not heretofore 
possible. 
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In this article, we show what makes evoText distinct from other digital tools, and we describe the 
corpus of journal articles it contains and the analysis tools it offers. We then offer an example of the 
kinds of analyses that evoText can support. 

2. The unique nature of evoText 
There are many high-quality software packages for analyzing texts, such as SEASR (Ashton, 2011), 

TAPOR Tools (Rockwell, 2006), MONK (Kumar, 2009), Google's N-gram Viewer (Brants and 
Franz, 2006 and Michel et al., 2011), and JSTOR's Data for Research (Burns et al., 2009). Each, 
however, is inappropriate for the problems that evoText aims to solve. Several packages—including 
TAPOR Tools and MONK—require that the user upload texts into the system, making analysis of the 
size of corpus deployed in evoText (hundreds of thousands to millions of documents) impracticable. 
Some, such as MONK, require for full capability that the texts be marked up manually in a format like 
TEI (Ide and Véronis, 1995), which, again, is infeasible for analysis of a corpus as large as ours. Other 
tools, such as Google's N-gram Viewer and JSTOR's Data for Research, have large corpora of text 
against which they are deployed, but they have significant limitations. JSTOR's corpus is limited to 
the journals they happen to have agreements with and is thus unlikely to be a representative sample of 
all journals. And Google's N-gram Viewer contains only the corpus that the Google Books Project has 
thus far digitized, limiting the inferences one can make about cultural dynamics from its analysis 
(Pechenick, Danforth, & Dodds, 2015). No general-purpose tool presently available is optimized for 
journal articles. The challenges presented by the analysis of millions of small texts (as is the case with 
journal articles) rather than a much smaller number of considerably larger texts (like books) are 
unique and significant. Finally, some current programs (such as SEASR or TAPOR Tools) require the 
user to chain together many smaller analysis steps to perform common data analyses, presenting a 
usability challenge. 

evoText resolves each of these issues. Its corpus contains a vast collection of journal articles, thus 
not requiring users to upload these texts themselves. Its analysis tools work against plain text, 
allowing us to add substantial numbers of texts without costly processing or encoding time, and to 
include specific features to clean OCR text. These qualities, in addition a to user-friendly website, 
allow users to perform common analyses with a few clicks. 

The software powering evoText, called RLetters, is available under the MIT License (Open Source) 
at http://123.233.119.36:80/rwt/119/https/M7VYI4DWMIYGG55N/rletters/rletters. While evoText 
will have a corpus of articles curated by us, if a user wishes to analyze a different corpus of articles, 
they are free to use the RLetters software to accomplish this (Pence, 2016). 

3. The journal database 
Our journal database currently contains open access content from a variety of PLoS journals, and 

closed access content obtained via text mining agreements as well as partnerships with Nature 
Publishing Group, Elsevier, and JSTOR. At press time we have more than 400,000 journal articles, 
but are adding articles on an ongoing basis. The corpus focuses on journals related to evolutionary 
biology, but is not limited to this topic. Our goal is to be as complete as possible in our collection of 
evolutionary biology journals, but to include a large array of articles in neighboring disciplines. For 
example, from JSTOR we include the entire array of journals in their “Ecology and Evolutionary 
Biology” category as well as “General Science.” As the project progresses, we will continue to 
broaden the corpus. 

We are sensitive to the worry that housing the content in this way constitutes, in essence, yet 
another example of “data siloing” in the digital humanities—the construction of another closed 
collection of data to which only the evoText maintainers will have full access. At the moment, 
however, there exists no alternative if one desires to mine more than open-access or public-domain 
texts. JSTOR, for example, has informed us that a solution in which we store the full text of their 
articles on our own servers is legally infeasible. This is a recognized problem in textual analysis, of 
course, as those in charge of closed-access data archives like HathiTrust have repeatedly emphasized 
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(York, 2009). We believe, however, that deciding to analyze only open-access texts is the wrong 
solution—particularly if publishers can be made to see the demand present for this kind of textual 
analysis in the scholarly community. We would be glad to work with researchers who would like to 
negotiate closed-access content agreements similar to our own. 

4. The evoText tools 
A wide variety of analysis methods are implemented in evoText, and are described here briefly. 

More detail can be found in Pence (2016), or below in the discussion of our example use of evoText. 
Compute Term Frequency. Users can compute term frequency tables for a given dataset, for either 

single words or multiple-word phrases (n-grams) (modeled after features in Tsukamoto, 2002). These 
are the most common inputs for other kinds of textual analysis algorithms, meaning that users can 
easily extract term frequencies and use them to run their own analyses locally if desired. 

Co-occurrence and Collocation Analysis. Information may be extracted concerning statistically 
significant collocations (immediate pairs of words) or co-occurrences (significant connections 
between words at the sentence, paragraph, section, or article level) (Manning and Schütze, 1999). 

Compare Difference Between Datasets. The Craig Zeta algorithm (Burrows, 2006 and Craig and 
Kinney, 2009) can compute the difference between datasets, showing which words, if found in a 
random article, would be likely to “mark out” that article as belonging to either set. 

Compute Term Network. Users can visualize the network of words occurring in the immediate 
vicinity of a given focal word of interest, an analysis that is useful for determining which words often 
“travel together” in the literature (He, 1999). 

Extract Proper Names. Proper names (of persons, locations, organizations, and so forth) found in 
journal articles can be extracted. This analysis can be useful to detect locations of field research, 
organizational networks, etc. (Manning et al., 2014). 

Graph by Publication Date. Users can graph the publication dates of a dataset, which is particularly 
useful if the dataset contains only those articles that match a complex search. 

Export Citations. Lastly, a dataset can be exported in a variety of citation formats to a user's citation 
manager, including EndNote and BibTeX. 

5. An example of an evoText analysis 
To show the power of evoText, let's consider an example.1 For the example, we investigated what 

the word ‘evolutionary’ modifies across journals and across time. We began by determining the ten 
most frequently occurring ‘evolutionary ___’ bigrams (pairs of words) from the journal Nature during 
the decade of the 2000s. Starting with the most frequent, they are biology, ecology, history, change, 
dynamics, processes, time, process, genetics, and theory. See Fig. 1 for a word cloud representing the 
frequency of these bigrams (and see the Appendix for information about how this figure was 
generated using evoText). 

Given this distribution of bigram frequencies, we might wonder how they came to be. When, for 
example, did we begin to use ‘evolutionary biology’ at such a high frequency? To examine how these 
frequencies changed over time, we plotted the frequency of the bigrams (the number of occurrences 
divided by total number of bigrams), all the way back to the 1870s (see Fig. 2). To reduce clutter, we 
focused only on the five most frequent bigrams. In this graph, we are able to see how and when these 
bigrams became as frequent as they now are. Fig. 2 shows some interesting trends. Not unexpectedly, 
‘history’ and ‘change’ have remained fairly constant over the history of the journal. From its 
beginning, with the publication of Darwin's On the Origin of Species (1859), evolution has always 
been understood as a historical science concerning organic change. The data from Nature confirm 
these as core elements of our understanding of evolution throughout its history. 

The evolutionary biology, ecology, and dynamics bigrams, on the other hand, all take off in 
frequency around 1950. This timing corresponds with the period following the synthesis of genetics 
and Darwinism, in which evolution became a discipline of its own, with a society and a dedicated 
journal. The first annual meeting of the Society for the Study of Evolution occurred in 1946 and the 
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first volume of the society's journal, Evolution, was published the following year ( Smocovitis, 1994). 
Therefore, it makes sense that referring to evolutionary biology and evolutionary ecology would be 
infrequent before the crystallization of evolutionary biology as an independent discipline, but 
increasingly common afterward. The term ‘evolutionary dynamics’ takes off around the same point, 
though it has a slower increase than biology and ecology. Its increase might in part be attributed to it 
being a more technical term than ‘change’, and it is interesting to note that ‘evolutionary change’ 
decreases during the same period that ‘evolutionary dynamics’ increases. This may be purely 
coincidental, but it may also point to a replacement of ‘change’ with ‘dynamics’. 

If we were to further investigate this increase in ‘dynamics’, we might wonder whether the journal 
Nature is representative of broader trends in evolutionary science. A plausible initial hypothesis 
would be that because of Nature's status as a general science journal, it would be slower to introduce 
the term and would use it less frequently. As an initial test of this hypothesis, we could compare the 
frequency of use of ‘evolutionary dynamics’ in Nature with its usage in a more specialized journal 
like Evolution (measured as the number of articles containing the bigram divided by total number of 
articles for each year). When we do so, we find that the bigram takes off in roughly the same year in 
both journals and has a similar pattern of increasing frequency (see Fig. 3). With some allowance for 
noisy signal, the pattern of use of ‘evolutionary dynamics’ appears to be broadly similar in both 
journals, suggesting that we are seeing a field-wide change in terminology. Of course, the absolute 
frequency in Nature is lower by more than an order of magnitude, but this can be attributed to the fact 
that Nature publishes on a wide array of topics. 

6. Conclusion 
evoText is a tool for historians, philosophers, scientists, and any others who wish to gain insight 

into the nature and history of science. It contains a database of hundreds of thousands of articles and 
supplies tools to run sophisticated algorithms. These algorithms allow researchers to plumb the 
depths of the sciences, gaining data and insights not heretofore possible. 

We hope that you will explore evoText to see how it might shed new light on your research projects. 
If you have questions about evoText, we encourage you to contact help@evotext.org. The evoText 
database is currently focused on particular areas of biology (principally ecology and evolutionary 
biology) as well as general science, though we plan to expand into other areas in the future. Active 
development continues on evoText—if there are specific subjects, journals, tools, or other features 
that would be useful to you, please let us know and we will see how we might accommodate your 
needs. 
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Appendix. Generating Fig. 1 
Fig. 1 was directly generated using evoText, while Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 used data generated by evoText in conjunction with 

Microsoft Excel for graphing assistance. Fig. 1 is the most involved, so we offer here a tutorial for how to generate it. To 
get started using evoText, visit http://123.233.119.36:80/rwt/119/http/P75YPLUFP3YYI3LZPRYG86UH/ and create a 
user account. Your account will allow for the storage of your personal user data, your datasets (about which more below), 
and your analysis results. 

To begin generating Fig. 1, click the “Start a new analysis” button on your dashboard page. This brings you to a list of 
the kind of questions you can answer using evoText. For our task, scroll to the bottom and select “What's the frequency of 
word use within a given set of articles?” You'll now be presented with a page of information about the analysis method 
you've selected. Click “Start.” 

You now need to provide your analysis with some data. For this figure, we want to search in the 2000s decade of Nature. 
Click “Create another dataset,” and you'll find yourself in evoText's search interface. Building this dataset is easy. Start by 
clicking “2000–2009” on the right-hand side, under “Filters … Publication Date.” Now you're only seeing results in the 
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list for articles published in the 2000s. Then click “Nature” under “Filters … Journal.” You now have the set of articles 
that you're interested in (at press time, this was 29,412 journal articles). Save this collection as a dataset by clicking the 
green “Save” button. Give your dataset a descriptive name (like “Nature 2000s”), and click “Create dataset.” This dataset 
is permanent, and in the future you will be able to run more analyses on it by selecting “Link an already created dataset” 
instead of “Create another dataset” in the “Collect data” window. 

We have now returned to the “Create data” window, with your newly created and named dataset in the list of “Datasets 
for this job.” Click “Set Job Options.” This is one of the more complicated analysis tools in all of evoText. To generate our 
word cloud, set the following options: 
•Analyze single words or n-grams? Select “N-grams,” as we are interested in multiple-word phrases. 
•Size of phrases to analyze: 2. This specifies that we want the frequency of bigrams (phrases of two words). 
•Number of n-grams to analyze: We're interested in the ten most commonly occurring bigrams, so leave the “Return all 

n-grams” button unchecked and enter 10 into the field. 
•Include only n-grams that contain one of the following words (space-separated): Enter ‘evolutionary’ (without quotes), 

and we will only get information on bigrams that include the word ‘evolutionary’. 
•Exclude any words? Select “Most common words (stop words).” This removes a set of uninformative “stop words” 

(such as ‘the’, ‘and’, ‘a’, ‘of’, and so on) from the frequency list. This feature can also be used to exclude a custom list of 
words inputted by the user. 

•Language of text (for stop word list): English. evoText includes standard stop lists for a variety of languages. 
•Stem words? No. This option removes endings from words, making, for example, ‘evolution’ and ‘evolutionary’ 

analyze as the same word. 
•Text block method: By number of blocks. These options control how we will chop the text into pieces before counting 

up its words, useful for various algorithms in the digital humanities. 
•Number of blocks: 1. This allows us to look at all the documents in the dataset in a single block. 
•Split blocks across documents: Checked. We want to get one block that includes all the documents in our dataset, not 

one block per journal article. 
•Create a word cloud: Checked. 
•Word cloud font and color: Choose as you like! We used the “Vollkorn” font and “Blues” color to generate the word 

cloud in Fig. 1. 
•Show words in the inclusion list in the word cloud? Unchecked. If this box is checked, the word cloud will display 

‘evolutionary biology’, ‘evolutionary history’, ‘evolutionary genetics’, etc. Since ‘evolutionary’ is in the inclusion 
list—the list of words to include, from above—unchecking this box will remove ‘evolutionary’ from each entry, giving us 
a word cloud containing ‘biology’, ‘history’, ‘genetics’, etc., as appears in Fig. 1. 

Click “Start analysis job.” Jobs in evoText are performed in the background, and you will be e-mailed when a job 
finishes. Some jobs will take seconds, while more computationally intensive ones can take days. Click “Fetch Results” at 
the top of the screen, and you will be able to watch your job's progress. When it's done, click the green “Download” button 
and select “Word Cloud (PDF)” to download your word cloud. And we're done! 
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